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Notes to the user
This section presents detailed versions of the Field Tools found on the laminated cards in
Part 3 of the Resource Guide. Each begins with a small version of the first page of the
related laminated card, outlining the objectives, expected outputs, participants involved,
and preparations, materials and time required to implement the tool. A list covering each
step in the procedures for implementation follows. The pages that follow, however,
present far more detailed materials for use in discussions with farmers. These are
intended for use or adaptation when, for example after an initial exploration, you want to
investigate the situation in more detail. Perhaps you intend to carry out the investigation
covering a number of cases and to repeat it over time. To do this, you will need wellprepared, somewhat standardised interview forms with specific questions. This makes it
easier to compare maps and assess farmers' progress over time, and to collect reliable
data. The detailed version of the tools presented here provides interview forms with
relatively fixed questions to give you a starting point. For most of the lists of topics
presented in the laminated cards (Part 3) you will find a corresponding interview form
here. However, these forms are not intended for use as blueprints. PLAR teams must adapt
them to the particular agro-ecological zones and farming systems in which they are
working,fine-tuningthe interview forms as the PLAR process proceeds. Most Detailed
Field Tools also include one or more recording forms. These allow the change agent to
systematically register the information obtained when carrying out interviews.
Again, the tools relate to the steps that make up the four phases of the PLAR process, as
described in Chapter 6 of the Textbook (Part 1). The following overview from Part 3 is
repeated here for your convenience: tools 1 to 6 are associated with the Diagnostic Phase
of the process. Tool 1 deals with the introductory community meeting, where villagers and
the PLAR team need to agree upon the objectives of the PLAR process and Diagnostic
Phase. The principles outlined in this tool may equally serve for other community
meetings. Tools 2, 3,4 and 5 cover the analysis of the land use system at community level:
Tool 2 - territory mapping; Tool 3 - walking a transect; Tool 4 - drawing a diagram of
community organisations; and Tool 5 - analysing soil fertility management strategies and
classifying farms. Tool 6 describes methods for analysing soil fertility management at farm
level, based on farmers' resource flow maps.
Tools 7 and 8 relate to the Planning Phase of PLAR. Tool 7 gives guidelines on how to
conduct a farmers' workshop; Tool 8 deals with planning soil fertility management at farm
level and drawing planning maps.
Tools 9 and 10 are designed to help change agents in the Experimentation Phase of PLAR.
Although this phase generally involves many activities that are specific to the experiments
being carried out, we have tried to provide a set of general guidelines. Tool 9 covers the
design of experiments, while Tool 10 deals with monitoring experiments and organising
field visits. More details can be found in Chapter 6 of the Textbook (Part 1).
Tool 11 relates to the Evaluation Phase of the PLAR process, andfollowsup many of the
mapping activities covered by Tool 8.
Thefigureon page 12 shows how the tools relate to each phase and step in the PLAR
process.

il

Diagnostic Phase
Tool 1
The introductory community meeting
Tool 2
The community territory map
Tool 3
The community territory transect walk
Tool 4
The diagram of community organisations
Tool 5
Analysing soil fertility management strategies and classifying farms
Tool 6
The resource flow map

T

Planning Phase
Tool 7
The farmers' workshop
Tool 8
The planning map

Ï

Evaluation Phase

Experimentation phase

Tool 11
The map of implemented
activities

Tool?
The experiment design
meeting
Tool 10
Monitoring experiments and
organising field visits

PART 5 D E T A I L E D F I E L D T O O L S F O R PL

Detailed Tool 1
The introductory community meeting
• To inform all villagers about the objectives of PLAR and ahout the Diagnostic
Phase of the PI.AR process.
• To agree on the procedure for implementing the Diagnostic Phase.
• Toformgroups of farmers who will work on the Diagnostic Phase.
Expected outputs

• All farmers should be informed about and understand the objectives of PLAR
and the Diagnostic Phase of the process.
* Agreement on procedures for the Diagnostic Phase.
• Formation of groups of farmers to implement the major diagnostic cools:
- draw up a community territory map;
- do a transect walk;
- draw a diagram of community organisations;
- analyse farmers' soil fertility management strategies, and classify farms
according to their soil fertility management strategies.
Participants

• Representatives from all family households in the village.
• All PLAR team members.
Preparations required

• Aflipchart in the local language showing a diagram of the general objectives
of PLAR for integrated soil fertility management 05FM),
• Twoflipcharts in the local language outlining the specific objectives,
methodology and tentative schedule of the Diagnostic Phase of PLAR.
• A pre-established procedure.
• Pre-established recordingforms.
Materials required

Flip chart with paper.
Time required

• One to two hours

DETAILED TOOL 1

Procedui <•

1 Ask the Milage htad and ciders to call a tillage assembly
2 ( noose a suitable \cnuc for tin meeting organise and prep n< the \eiitu
(chairs anil Uip-ch in stand* OK ) before the villagers are due to arrne
h Introduce ihc \illaqc elders inci PLUt it am members
J Bncfl} rtviewpast experience and discuss farmers problems particularlt
tit dining soil lemlit) which thc\ identified as a ctuse for inncern during a
pre\iuu« survey or piifficipdtorviur.il appraisal
5 L \pLun the general ohji etives of PI AK ask lor Krmers comments
6 hxplamtlie ipccilk ob]eHi\es expected output*, incrhodology stages and
[ematm schedule of the Diagnostic Phase of the PLAR process isk for
turners suggestions/comments
" Ask fanucis to divide into gi crops (thev mil tend tn split up into groups of
their own irmrd while the PT \R team ran suggesi grouping according to
gender, ag< or professional social group) Decide vkhieh grnup(s) will
* draw up a tommumit icintory map
* do a transrc t walk
* prepaic 1 diagram ol icmununu} oiganisatunte
• atMlmr soil fertility management strategies and cla.ssilv (arms according to
8 Agree on the timt and venue lor presenting the groups findings
Recording forms Tool 1
The introductory community meeting
Geav*l data
Village
Higher levels of the community:'

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. l o c a t i o n o r s u b - l o c a t i o n , d i v i s i o n , district, etc.
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Declining soil fertility identified during a previous survey or participatory rural
appraisal (brief review)
PLAR team's introduction

Farmers' comments

Objectives of PLAR for integrated soil fertility- management
PLAR team's introduction

Farmers' comments

Specific objectives, expected outputs, methodology, stages and tentative schedule
Diagnostic Phase
PLAR team's introduction

Farmers' comments

Croups of farmers who will participate in the P1AR
PLAR team's introduction

Farmers' comments

DETAILED TOOL 1
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Detailed Tool 2
The community territory map
Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To visualise the boundaries of the community territory.
To identify and locate the different land units and soil types in the territory.
To characterise me different soil types.
To identify topics for farmers'workshop.
To locate the different farm-households within the territory.
To analyse land use and management.
To identify different soilfertilitypatterns.
To analyse the constraints and potential of the territory in relation to soil
fertility and land degradation.

Expected outputs \ ^

A map of the community territory showing the settlement pattern, land units,
soil types, soil fertility patterns, land use, land degradation, soil conservation,
etc.
Participants

• A group of villagers (male and female) selected by the villagers on the basis
of their knowledge about the village territory and its soils.
• One or two PLAR team members.
9

a. F a r m e r s may p r e f e r f o r m i n g separate g r o u p s .

Preparations required

•
•
•
•

A numbered list of the village(s) households.
Numbered stickers for each household.
Pre-established procedure and interview form.
Pre-established recordingforms.

Materials required

*
•
*
•

A large sheet of packing paper.
Coloured markers.
List of households.
Stickers.

Time required

Two hours.
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Procedure

1. Choose a suitable place for drawing the map.
2. Explain the specific objectives and expected outputs.
3. Present the material; paper and coloured pens; show an example of a
communityterritorymap drawn by villagers.
4. Choose (by consensus) one farmer to do the drawings and another farmer to
present the map to the village assembly.'
5. Draw and analyse the map (see interview farm).
a. One group usually draws the map, ami the PUR team facilitates discussions and the exchange of ideas and
information among the farmers. If the group is too large it may be useful to split up Into two smaller groups,
which can be gender-based or mixed.

DETAILED TOOL 2

Interview form

1. Position the paper so that its longest side corresponds to the longcsi side ot
the villagc(s) territory.
2. Indicate specific features bordering the territory (such as rivers, roads, etc )
3. Mark and name neighbouring villages.
4. Show the main roads and major footpaths, including tliosi leading u>
neighbouring villages
5. Indicate the village(s) centre(s), schools, churches, important shops etc
6. Distinguish and demarcate any territory mitts inside the village (s) tcrntoi)
• what arc the names of 1 hese units' (note on the map)'
* what are the criteria for distinguishing between the units'
7. Distinguish ind dcrmre ate different soil t\fH's inside tin tcrntorv
*
•
•
*
*

show them on the map;
what is their relative importance in terms of their area'
what criteria have been used to distinguish the different soils?
what are the t haraeienstics of rhc different soil n pes'
Is there any relationship between the Uillrrrnr tv pes and their position in the
territory? (Arc they near a river, on a slope, etc?);
* what are the specific advantages and constraints associated with each soil
8. liow do the criteria and characteristics used by farmers to identify soils differ
from those used by the team?
* are farmers unaware of essential facts about the physical, chemical or
biological aspects of soils'
• identify and discuss any diffei c-nrcs hi rw itai the farmers and the. team s
* identify topics for the l.miUTs workshop (sec Planning Phase, Step 1 in
Chapter 6 of the Textbook)
9. Does land use vary at t ording to disrincr soil tv pes' < I or t xamplc ai c some
soil tvpes list d more for cash crops food crops iodde r < rops trees
communal areas, or other non-farming acilvitics') If so, why?
10.Are manage ment practices diflerent tor the distinct soil types or tciritory
units crop rotauon use ol loitiliscr, preparation oi land weeding, cte 'If
ihev are explain whv
1 [.Distinguish and demarcate areas with good soil fertility and with poor soil
femhtv oi land degradation soil erosion
• what arc the causes ot these- soil fcrtiliiv (or land degradation) niches?
• do [hey relate to the identified tcrntorv units or soil type s '
12 Indicate where major soil conservation activities have been can ted out
13.Mark die position of the main farm plot lor every household in the village* read out the name- of the head of each family household;
* put the numbered stickers on the map to show where each familv farm is
1-4 Discuss the distribution of farm plots within rhc ternteirv. and the rcasorLs
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Example
A community territory m a p drawn by villagers

Farmers distinguish several land units and soil types. The map makes it possible to
estimate the relative importance of the soil types in terms of area and per cent of
cropped fields. To distinguish soil types farmers pay special attention to visible aspects
of the soil, such as colour and vegetation and characteristics that have direct
management implications, such as ease of ploughing, influenced by the texture of the
topsoil and rainfall. Such advantages and constraints of the distinct soil types can be
listed and potential interventions can be identified.
The village map shows further that land erosion and land degradation are especially
severe in certain areas. This stimulates debate about the needforcommunal erosion
control works to protect uplands from further degradation.
Soil type"

Area''

°,Í of fields' Advantages

Gravel (bélé)

50 (60%)

3%

White sand (cencen-/é)

10 (14%)

21%

Easy to work

Red sand (cenœn-blé)10 (14%)

64%

Easy to work

Few weeds

White loam (bogo-j'éj

2

(3%)

9%

High fertility

Black loam (bogo-finj

1

(1%)

3%

High fertility

Constraints
Difficult to work;
animal traction
impossible
Low fertility;
compact soil
Low fertility;
run-off
Many weeds;
soil sticks to
farm implements
Soil sticks to
implements;
soil dries easily

Possible
intervention

_

Add manure
Erosion control
Herbicides;
delay sowing
Delay sowing;
limit tillage

a. Local names fin Bamanan) for soil types are given between brackets
b. Relative size of the area, obtained by scoring (?•' smallest, 2: two times bigger, 70: ten times bigger; etc.); figures
between brackets are calculated percentages
a Number offíelason the soil type/total number of fields on the village territory

DETAILED TOOL 2
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Recording forms Tool 2
The community territory map

General data
Village
Location of the community:"

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. Commune, division, district, etc.

Specific features of the vfflage(s)

Neighbouring villages
Names of the villages
1
2
3
4

Distance (km)

Communal and private services

20
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The territory limits
Name of the unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Explanation

Relative importance*

Major soil types Major characteristics

a. smallest area = 1; largest area = 8 (e.g., If there are 8 territory units)

Soil types
Name of soil type
(local and scientific)

Relative
importance'

__

Criteria for
distinction

__
Advantages

• • ,•„
Constraints

Explanation

a. smallest area = 1; largest area = 8 (e.g., If there are 8 different soil types)

Land use and management practices
Name of soil type
Land use
and or territory unit

Management practices

Reasons for differences in land use management

DETAILED TOOL 2
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Information farmers may not have that is important to understand physical, |
chemical and biological processes determining plant growth

Topics for the farmers' workshop
(see Planning Phase, Step 1 in Chapter 6 of the Textbook)

\rcas with highest and lowest .soil fertility
Good soil fertility
Territory unit
Soil type
Causes

Poor soil fertility or
Land degradation

\rcas where there has bren soil conservation activity (and what prompted il)

Reasons for unequal distribution of pastures, land (fallow or under crops) and

iHllliM

22
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PIAR

List of faiiiilies and I heir location in the territory (units and soil t)pcs)
Name of farm family
Territory units
Soil types
1
2
3
1
2

DETAILED TOOL 2
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Detailed Tool 3
The community territory transect walk
Objectives

To explore the diversity of the landscape in the community territory
To analyse the diversity of the landscape (including soil types and
vegetation) and its major constraints and potential in relation to farmers' soil
management practices.
To identify topics for the farmers' workshop.
To identify ways of improving land management.
To verify and complete the community territory map (adding any relevant
information that may have been left out).

I

Expected outputs

IS

A community territory transect matrix showing land units, soil types, vegetation,
principal management practices, constraints, potential improvements, etc.
Participants

A group of farmers (male and female) selected by villagers on die basis of
their knowledge of the village territory and its soils.
Two PLAR team members.
Preparations required

* A pre-established procedure and interview form.
• A pre-established recordingforms.
Materials required

A large sheet of paper.
Time required

Two hours.
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Procedure a n d interview form

1. Use the community territory map to decide on a transect route that will
reflect the diversity of the landscape." This route should coven
• the major land units and soil types;
• high and low ground or territory units;
• areas that are degraded/eroded, and areas with good soil fertility or where
there have been major soil conservation activities;
• any communal areas that still exist (forests or pastures);
• diverse farm lands (fallow land, mixed farming, agro-forestry, etc.).
2. Go to one end of the route with the group of farmers, and start at the
highest point which gives an overview of the landscape and settlement
pattern.
3. Explain the objectives and expected outputs of the transect walk.
4. Start walking to the lowest point of the route and stop at each distinct land
unit or soil type identified by the farmers. Discuss:
• characteristics of the land unit and/or soil type: what criteria do farmers use
to distinguish land units or soil types?
• the relationship between these characteristics and the position/loeation of
the unit/soil type;
» the dominant form of land use (forest, planted trees, pasture, density of
homesteads/farms, size of the farms);
• the crops and crop rotation, fallow land;
• the management practices, including soil fertility management;
• soil conservation and agro-forestry practices;
• soil fertility status;
• major soil constraints (such as erosion, stoniness, water logging,...);
• specific opportunities/solutions for improving soilfertility,soil conservation,
agro-forestry, etc.
5. Dig soil pits to show the distinction between top-soil and sub-soil, and
explain die team's view, compared to the farmers' views on soil
characteristics.
6. On returning from the transect walk, draw the details of transect on a large
sheet of paper and present the information in a matrix.
7. Discuss the specific characteristics distinguishing the land units; e.g. slope,
soil, vegetation, etc.
S. Identify and discuss differences between theformers'and the team's views:
• identify gaps in farmers' knowledge which hinder their understanding of the
physical, chemical and biological processes influencing plant growth',
• identify topics for discussion at thefermers'workshop {see Planning Phase,
Step 1 in Chapter 6 of the Textbook).
9. Discuss diversity in land use, management practices, the soil (fertility status
and constraints of each land unit: compare the distinct units (tfft is difiScuIt
to be precise make relative comparisons between the units and classify, for
example using'1* for the most important, etc.).
10. Identify potential improvements in management practice.
a. ft may be accessary to do more than one transect walk to cover all the divun-ity identified on [he imllory
map drawn by villagers

DETAILED TOOL 3
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M
»

Land use types
(local names in Minianka)
Corresponding English name

Nlang-tioon

Guéehlen

Tawogo

Fâa pourou

Gravelly plateau
or higher slope

Sandy middle slope

Loamy middle slope

Clay lower slope

3

Cotton

• Red
• Low
• Combretum sp.,
Burkea africana

fifc£___

Ï

+++

++

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sandy loam to loam
Brown to black
Medium
Large Parkia biglobosa,
and Vitellaria paradoxa,
Daniellia olrveri
• Medium

•
•
•
•

• Maize, cotton, sorghum

• Rice, vegetables

• Medium (cotton and
maize)
• Soil adhesion
• land difficult to prepare
• Drying

• Low

Sand, loamy-sand
Red to brown
Low
Vrre//aria paradoxa,
small Parkia biglobosa

• Low

Fertilisation

• Sorghum, millet,
groundnut
• Low

• Sorghum, millet,
cotton, groundnut
• High (cotton)

Major constraints

• Low moisture

• Silting
• Soil heating
• Erosion

Potential improvements

Erosion control

.Wage

++++

• Low

Soil adhesion
Farmers' management practic
Major crops

«•

• Gravel, sand

JüÉSSL

• Application of manure
• Erosion control

Example from southern Mali (Adapted from Kante, Defoer, J 994)

• Limit use of mineral
fertiliser

Clay
Black
High
Hydrophilous plants:
Terminalia macroptera,
Mitragyna inermis
• High

• Water logging
• Weeds
• Land difficult to
prepare
• Mechanical and
chemical weeding

1

S.
_ "H.

3
3*
to

Groundnut Millet

Relative importance
(cropped area)
Farmers' main criteria
Soil texture
Soil colour
Available moisture
Vegetation

> m

o
3

?
3
(A

I
I

3

Recording forms Tool 3
The community territory transect walk

General data
Village
Location of the community:'

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. Commune, division, district, etc.

Comments on the matrix (below)

Gaps in knowledge that hinder farmers" understanding of physical, chemical and
biological processes determining plant growth

Topics for the farmers' workshop
(sec Planning Phase, Step 1 in Chapter 6 of the Textbook)

DETAILED TOOL 3
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Position in the territory
Land use (household
density; size of farms,...)
Soil type
• local name
• English name
• soil characteristics
Crops and crop rotations
Farmers' management
practices, including soil
fertility management
Farmers' soil conservation
and agro-forestry practices
Soil fertility status
Major constraints
Potential improvements

28

Highest

High

Medium Low

Lowest
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Detailed Tool 4
The diagram of community organisations
Objectives

• l b identify and visualise the major village-based and external organisations
to which villagers belong.
• To identify any links between these organisations.
• l b assess how the major village organisations function.
Expected outputs

* A diagram showing the main village organisations to which villagers belong.
* An assessment of how the main village organisations function.
Participants

• A group of farmers (male and female) selected by villagers on the basis of
their knowledge and membership in village organisations.
• One or two PLAR team members,
0

a. Farmers may prefer forming separate groups

Preparations required

*
*
*
*

A numbered list of all households.
Numbered stickers for each household.
Pre-established procedure and interview form.
Pre-established recordingforms.

Materials required

•
•
•
•
•

A large sheet of packing paper.
Coloured markers.
Pencils.
List of households.
Stickers.

Time required

Two hours.

DETAILED TOOL 4
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Procedure

1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose a suitable place to draw the diagram
lixplain the specific objectives and expected outputs.
Present the materials and show an example.
Choose one farmer to do the drawings and another farmer to explain them
to the village assembly.
5. Draw and analyse the diagram (see intenrtew form).
6. Assess how the most important organisations function.
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nt< i vi( w foi in

1 Diaw a ]JIye e ii ck to n piesent ihi village
2 T oi IIIL dillcn nt groupings oriunisations ol villagers ih n are specific to rhi
• piipare.1 card (01 each village-hised organisation
* classib tlie orgimsations according 10 then si/i (in terms or nuinhi r oi

ifililM

* chaw ciriks inside thi ulligc circli in rc.pi e&cntlhc dilkrent oigamsatinns
\ 11 \ the si__ oi lhe t in Ii s using higc one s 10 rcprcscni unpoi i.ml
organisations and smalk r ones for the kss imporlanl oigmisanons. (Do ibis
in pencil \u the duiqumi can he en\il) amended) \v he 11 organisations have
mc mbers in c ommon overlap their nrcles ilu si/c ot the intersection
should repn sent lhc numhi 1 ol members in common VI hen the (neks do
not inrcrscc f K means on*anisa[ions hn\c no mi mbers in common
4 11st Lhc dull 1 em esti 1 n il orua 11 isalions 10 whic h Yill.iitf.rs be long
• pie pari icardfoi each 1 Menial 01 gamsatiun
* classitv the orgimsations according to the number oi members
* each cvtiroal orgdmsitinn is rcprc sented hv an opin ciicle thai starts
outside the ullage eirck and uilersi els parr ol the vifl igi circle 01 other
inn mal circles I he more impoiiant the oriitnisation thi hrgertlu eireli
Vt IK n cs.tcrn.il oruimsaiions ha\c mc mbers in common nilh inte rn.il
uig ims-iuuns llieir 1 in Ii s shcjukl inerlap and the- size ol Lhc intersection
should rcpn sent Lhc number ot memhers in common when organisations
have no nicmhcis in common the 11 circles should not overlap
i Idi niifv fuuicrs mcmhirshipofi ichorginisalion
• n id out the name of thi he id otiurv household and give them .1

IlliliiiB

* put the numbered stic leei into the circ lei's) re presenting the organisanon(s)
lu which an iiiivc memhci of then household belongs
• discuss the clisti ibution ol housi holds among thi 01 gawsations
5 Discuss the functions ol etc h ol the main 01 g misations
* impouancc lor agneultur.il development,
* maini tasks and ictivities
* v««»n*v ot information media agents etc type* of information: technical,
operational I111 mc nl etc and MM* ot mlunnation
* how it hinninns meetings Lraintm; Indcrs cU cision making, etc.
6 Discuss the 01 ganisations capacitv to tac iluatc the exchange ofinformatton
and knowk dge 1 elated to soil tertilitv issues

DETAILED TOOL 4

Example
A diagram of community organisations

1, 2, 3... : Farm numbers
A, B, C : Village organisations
A', B' : External organisations

The example shows 3 village-based organisations: A has 14 members; B has 4 members
and C has 6 members. All the members of organisation B also belong to organisation A,
and three members of organisation C also belong to organisation A. Villagers also
belong to 2 external organisations: A' has 6 members, 4 of whom also belong to village
organisation A; and B' has 5 members from the village. Nine of the 32 farms are not
affiliated to any of the organisations in the diagram. A and A' are both involved with
agriculture. (For more details see Textbook of the Resource Guide (Part 1), Chapter 6,
Box 6.3)
Example from western Kenya (Adapted from Defoer, 1998)
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Recording forms Tool 4
The diagram of community organisations

Village
Location of the community:'

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. Commune, division, district, etc.

Name of organisation

Relative importance*

Links with other village
organisations'
1

a. The most important organisation Is ranked 1, the next most important is 2 and so on.
b. linked through membership or other points in common

t-vlerual organisations
Name of organisation

Relative importance*

j
Links with other village
organisations''

a. The most important organisation is ranked 1, the next most important is 2 and so on.
b. Linked through membership or other points in common

DETAILED TOOL A
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I 1st of household* and their affiliation
Household number
Affiliation to
village organisation

Affiliation to
external organisation

Comments on the distribution of households in each organisation

1'iinrtion of the main community organisations
Organisation
Tasks and
Sources and types
activities
of information

Use of
information

How it
functions

Organisations' capacity to facilitate exchanges of information and knowledge on
soil fertility

34
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Detailed Tool 5
Analysing soil fertility management
strategies and classifying farms
Objectives

• "lo issess firme rs \icws of appioprutc soil fe rfilitA manage mcnt practices
• lo isscss farme is t men i tor |udf,im; tppiopruu and poor soil Jcrtiluj

jj|ji§P§|^^

• lo idcnlilv topics l o r T I I L Iirmc rs workshop
• lo identify and dLssih hi mers with simildi soil kmlm m uuut meut

Expected outputs

*
-

lwo lists (one toi men and nm for women) of tnten i used In tar me is
rankt d b\ importance
what constitutes appropriate soil fcruliiv management praciu.es
what are ibe undeih'inglitioi'siiiflueneingapprupnatesoil kiliJilv

• One pooled, prioritised JisL ot < ritena with key e rltci in selected
• 1 isl ol topic s tor the lai mers workshop
• ( l.issific.ilion ol farms according to their soil leruhrv managemc nr stiategies
and lists ol farmers in each class
Pen iicipcint'.

* A group ol male and female tinners sc leetcd bv the villagers on the basis ol
rhcir knowledge ot all the larm households m the village and the ir soil
Icriihty mana>>emi ni
• Two KLAR team mi mhers
Preparations requiroc!

* I ist of village households, including names of household heads.
• Pie-established procedure and inh'rt teu forms.
• Pre -esiabhshrd recording forms

DETAILED TOOL 5

Materials required
• Cards:
- two piles of about 20 sheets of blank paper (two different colours)
- two piles of different coloured cards with the number and name ot each
household head on a separate card.
• Coloured markers.
• A large sheet of packing paper.
Time required
Iwo to three houis
Pi ocedui <

For allfarmers doing the analysis
I Explain the objectives and procedure of the analysis
1. Diy ide into two groups one group ot women and one group ol men
In each group: use interview form 1
1 Choose by consensus a farmer to present the results ol ihe analysis
2 Discuss signs ot declining soil tc rulity, its causes, and hem the\ relate to
management praclu es
3 Discuss differences infarmers'response to declining soil fei tilitv Identify
•
•
+
5.

what constitutes appiopnatc soil fertility management,
factors detenniiuug appropriate management
1 ist and choose symbols tor all the cnu na c iled
Rank criteria according to perceived importance.

/or allfamu rs nwoli ed in ihv analy sis
I Pic si nt the mdiYidudl gmups findings
1 Pool die groups ranked lists ol criteria
^ Choose rhc most impotlnni key criteria to use in deleimining which chss a
farm belong - to
4 Identity and discuss ditti rc nc es hetwec n the farmers and the team's views
on appropi idle soil tenililv manage mi ni and its dc teriuiuing factors. Identify
topics tor the farmers' woikshop (sec Planning Phase Sic-]) I in Chapter 6 of
1

It should be dearly explained thai the purpose of this exercise is not tojiulge
different farmei s (lassifying Ihe faints u ill help ibegtoup lo analyse ihe
specific problems constraints ami opportunities of each class of farms
awarding to its diaiaclensliis, and to identify possible improvements in their
soilfertility management strategies

PART 5 D E T A I L E D F I E L D T O O L S F O R PLAR

Procedure (continued)

In each group usr intert icu form J
1 Kplim the piocedun andspcciiii objecmes of classifying farms.
2 Present the key c1 nena lor classifying farms and ask farmers to classify farms
according to the way cae h tanner manage s soil fertility
í Decide how mam classes the gioup wants
> Decide which class each named caid belongs 10 and put it in the appmpi late
S 11 the pile for one class gc rs too hig u may need to be bi oken down mio two
(1 l.vplam that the se cLutsificaunns, the enmniumtv tc rritorj maps, and the
diagntm of community organisations will be used to select test larmcrs
These test farmcis will analyse soil fertility m.uiagement practices in nicue
depth, using resource flow mappuig
i. Underlying factors mainly relate to sodo-cconomlL condirions sucliawu.es:> tomarkenngfetilitits dtctss
to and control over resources such as cattle, manpower, land, capital, knowledge, etc It Ls important to
discuss gender, age or other factors influencing those conditions with farmers
I' finmrs " f . m pnlpr in •.un with 11] isses |l) I iiiiu n wh i .in. s xxt soil h itllifv in n <LI r. retiss 11 |hj
fli mi r» uliu ,ITL ptxir soil kiiihlv nunjgLis

(LIISS

I|

ind (In) IIIL inwnni iliTi tlv»i

IH

iu.r» nhonum. or

less manage the fertility of their soils
r KCH I issilu-itiun is nor i w nuil i \i n jl vjnu. ni un rlnsosl i i iiriuon. LinnMhinnrkis I I I n mi rs feel
rhstthi

SLMI

li nllm mLiaiiimni pi til íes In tint

DETAILED TOOL 5

ILLSH

in. inn dm rsi ilu\ ire then lrnhri m u-t

ssiH Inti»

Interview form 1
Identify and classify f a r m e r s ' criteria

In each group
1 Soil fertility decline:
• what are the symptoms?
• what are the causes?
• how do farmers try to cope with the problem of declining soil tcttility?
• do all farmers cope in the same way'
2. What do you consider appropriate soil fertility manage uient practices, .ind
hove can you recognise effective soil fertility managers' (I mphasi&c the
practices, not the conditions underlying these practices).
• make a card and choose a sj mbol tor each practice mcmioni cl (an Fnghsh
explanation will be added later)
3. Why is it that certain farm households arc less able to maintain soil fertility!'
What are the underlying factors which enable some households to do bettei
than others?
• make a card and choose a sv mhol lor each factor mcmuuicd (an English
explanation will be added later).
4. Can you rank (in order of importance) the practices and factors aftt c ring
appropriate soil fertility management?
• go through all the cards marked with symbols;
• one farmer puts the card with the most important criterion on top; then the
second mosL important; and so on,
• discuss and agree the ranking with your group.
• briefly discuss the reasons for ranking each criterion
When the two groups meet
1 One farmer from each group explains the ranking to the other group.
2. Pool the rankings and decide on the most important (key) criteria to use for
classifying laim households
4 I lie learn mves us view on tppropnate soil fertility niaingemeni
emphasising aspects not mentioned by tarmc rs Disc uss diflerences in ihe
farmers' and the team's perception of appropriate soil fertility management
Identify topics for the farmers' workshop/training (see Planning Phase, Step
1 in Chapter 6 of the Textbook)
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Interview form 2
Classifying farms

IliJilljM
1 I lie lac ilitatoi biitllv re pi ais the discussion about dilte iciu.es in ilu way
households manage soil fertility Note that not all tarmcis manage soil
lerLihtv in lhi samewav ind ilu possible ri isons lot such differences
2 lite group a, then askc d if they can classify individual households according
lo the* wavthi v manigi soil Icntliiv, using the kevriiteria tudecidi which
gioup farmi i's belong to (see inten icu Jortti I)
* put farmers who use appropriate soil fertility managemi nt prariu es or have
the r ip iul> in do so inio om eeroup
* those who do nothing (or very little) into another group,
* those who do some, but not all Into another group
-y the igrccd kev cntcri i arc ihcn wnltcn on a (lip eh.ui in the loi il language
and given their corresponding symbols The classification will he hascel on

11118«
1
2
•
•
'

Re

How mam farm classes do vou want' (see fooLnoic b in thepiotvdure)
Take each prepared card
read the names of the household
jouulv d< tide which chess the c ud belongs lo
discuss the re asoits Lor this decision
cltbsijimluni

If one class contains too many e ircls the group c an ere itc mon c law s (sec

footnote c in the

DETAILED TOOL 5

fnoLednie)

Example
A n analysis of strategies and classification
Farmers' criteria for appropriate soil fertility management
Appropriate management practices
Rank according to
Men
Soil conservation
1
Using manure
3
Using mineral fertiliser
2
Fallowing
4
Timely weeding
5
Factors that allow appropriate management
Labour
1
Cattle
6
Capital
2
Courage/drive
3
Transport
5
Knowledge/information
4

Women
3
1
4
5
2
5
3
6
4
2
1

Sum of
ranks

Combined
rank

4
4
6
9
7

1
1
3
5
4

6
9
8
7
7
5

2
6
5
3
3
1

For men, appropriate soil fertility management practices mainly relate to soil conservation
and use of organic and mineral fertilisers. For women the scores are slightiy different: use
of manure scores highest, followed by timely weeding and soil conservation.
Men and women also differ in how they rank the importance of factors that allow
appropriate soil fertility management. For men, labour and capital are most important.
Women, on the other hand, see knowledge/information and transport as most crucial to
appropriate soil fertility management. This may be influenced by the fact that they
generally have less access to these 'resources' and consequently feel the need to improve
soilfertilitymanagement.
Farmers' classification of farms
Classified by
Group of men
Group of women
Men and women in the same class

Number of farms in each class
Class 2
Class 1
Class 3
8
61
62
13
59
59
57
7
55

Total
131
131
119

Class 1 is a small group of farmers who actuallyfollowmost of the practices identified as
appropriate soil fertility management and who have access to most of the necessary
resources. Women grouped more farmers in Class 1 than men. The number of farmers
classified by men and women in classes 2 and 3 are almost equal. This example shows that
the classifications made by men and women are quite consistent: 119 of the 131 farms
have been classified in the same way.
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Recording forms Tool 5
Analysing management strategies and classifying farms

General data
Village
Location of the community:

8

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. Commune, division, district, etc.

Signs of declining soil fertility
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Causes of declining soil fertility
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Strategies to cope with declining soil fertility

Appropriate soilfertilitymanagement:
measures and practices

DETAILED TOOL S

Observation and comments

41

Underlying causes
Socio-economic factors determining
appropriate soil fertility management

Observation and comments

Prioritising measures and underlying canses
Measures, practices, causes
Scores
Gl
G2

Average

Remarks

Differences in the farmers 7PIAR team's perceptions

Topics for the farmers' workshop/farmers' training
(sec Planning Phase, Step 1 in Chapter 6 of the Textbook)

Classification: list of farms by class
Classes
Sub-classes
Farmer's name + number

Classification by
Group 1
Group 2
i n . . .
i
n
1/1 1/2 II/l 11/2 ...11 ...12 VI 1/2 II/l LT/2 .../l „./2

Characteristics of the farm classes
Class
Number offarmsin class
1

42

Characteristics of the class
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Detailed Tool 6
The resource flow map
Ob¡( ctiv( s
• to visualise Iinners soil kruliiv managemc m practices
• lo an ilvse fanners manage mini stiatcgics
* Lei idciililv gips in know ledge and possibilities lor impinvcmc 111
Expected outputs
• A map ot the Turn diawn bv me mbers or an mcli\idual I arm household
-

the kev dements ol the farm s\src m its sulvsvstems and him tliev relate to
soil fcrtilitv management
- the f inn s major inputs and outpuis flows within the laim and how the \
lelati to the tanner s piesent soil It rnlitv management piaeiucs
• \ list ot possible unprovcmcnts in soil krtilirv m.magement, drawn up h\ the
lilillil^^
Participants
• Une 01 two PI All tc am mem In 1 s
* Flousc hold members ihc head ol die household and (il head is male) his
wilcorwives plus one m two mc mbers ol the woiklorcc
Pi pcncition i quit cl
• \ hsi ol stanchidisc d symbols
• Pre-established procedure and mien leu forms
• Inlorm die head ol household be forehand about ihc oh|cctives date- and

lipllB

Mat i i ci I i (jiiii d
•
•
•
•

1 trge she e t of sti ui ig pae ki ng pape r
(olouied pens
List of symbols
Example of a resource flow map (JK1M) drawn by anoLher tanner

Time required
Two to thiee hours

DETAILED TOOL 6

Procedure

1. Meet the farmer at home: introduce the PLAR team and household members
2. Explain the objectives, expected outputs and prorc dun.
3. Make a short tour ol the farm: discuss general socio-economic charac tens Lies
of the farming household: see interview form t
4. Choose a suitable place for drawing the map- e.g. near the homestead. Make
sure ihe head and active household members are present (men and
5- Present the material paper, coloured pens, symbols (explain why we should
use svmbnls), urn could also show an c xamplc
6 Maki in mvcnloiv and draw the hrm fields {including icnnd out and hucdm lie-Ids) see mien lew Jnrm J.
7 Make an inventory and draw the household and animal pnxluciion systems
(food stocks, waste heaps, kind and numhc r ol animals feed stoc ks
compost pus dunghills etc ) sec inleti um fothi i
H Idcnuiy and show how last sc ason's crop produce' and crop icsiducs were
used: see interview form 4.
') Idcntilv and illustiau the use ol fertiliser on the standing crops sec
1

10. Identify and draw farm inputs and outpuis related to the household and
animal production svstems sc e mien tea jorm 6
11 Analyse ihc resource flow map and ide mitv possibilities for improving, soil
lc-rtilny manage-menr- see inlerrieu form ~.
a If there an. iwu cropping seasons pir\i H .idistinilion is ulun m.idi beiuu n thi. Ion.;1 llro st isim (I K|
and the short rainy season (SR) If there is only one cropping season per year the last season's crop!. ,u e in facL
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Interview form 1
Visiting the farm fields

I hi. team members go with rhc lioust hold head and acme larm mcmbc is to
visit die most important farm fields 1 his gives an impri ssion of the dinn nsions
of thi larni and how land is used During this tour the major chaiactcnstics ot
the tai m and household are discussed ind the team Lan ask questions of the
hmiM hold mi mbers participating in the mapping exert ise (it additional
hold members join the group during the mapping exert ise \uu can add
their information)
I I O U M

Visit to the fields (retoidingform la)
About the household head
1 Is ihe fjrni hi ided by i man or a woman'
2 Vi hat is his her name
3 How old ts she/he"
4 To what level is she/he educated'
5 J low long has the pcison been active as the household he act'
7

\bnui the household members pat tic/paling in the mapping cxetcite
1 What are their names
2 % haL is thi ir re I ttionship to the household head'
3 Vi hat is their educational bac kgiouud"
7

¡¡¡¡§¡¡¡¡1^^
1
2
3
4
5

w hat class is the tai in in' (si c farm classification)
wht n w is the farm c stahhshed'
In which tc iritorv unit is ihc farm located' (see community territory' map)
^liat are the farm's affiliations' (ullage organisations clan, networks)
'w Inch memher(s) of the household make(s) decisions about crop
production and IIU stuck production'

Visit to the liclds (recording Jot m lb)
1 How many people are there in your family children men women'
2 How many members actively work on the farm children, men, women'
3 Do \ou hire labour how many workers and lor how many months' (specify
i
•
•
•
1.
b.

Do you have fanulv members who earn money outside the farm
liuw many work ui non-farming activities*
how many work on other harms
what part otyouc income comesfromemployment outside the farm'
W hat means of transport do you own ƒ
w hat kind of agric ultural equipment do you own?

DETAILED TOOL 6

7

Interview form 2
Inventory of fields a n d field a n d crop m a n a g e m e n t

Once ruck he>ni the visit to thefieldschoose a suitable place To draw the map
for example near the homestead. Make sure the head and .nine household
members are prcsi-nl (men and women)
Inventory of fields
1. Indicate on the paper where your homestead and ow ufte/dfs)are situated
Try rn show the- loealion of each in such a way that it conespnnds to reality
Estimate the distance between the home stead and the he Ids
2 Show specific leatuies (benchmarks) such as bit; stone s. roads rivers, etc3
i
5.
(>
"

Draw the field boundaries
Outline liidividutl plots inside each field
Indicate ihc lii-lris-p!nis that you: (i) eitltn ate yourself, or (ii) rent out.
show nilie i lie Ids plois vou tent in or botmu -m, it the y e xisl
Tii\ each fie Id plot vou cultivate, intituling, theft'im jtWifciups. aie grown

• a number In which to refer to the plot in the subsequent analysis;

SllSljM
•
•
•
•

slope pe ricniagc and length
is the land open to fiec crop residue grazing bv caillc'
aie iheie decp-iontcd trees on or close to the held'
the soil type or land type'. '
1

a Fields that are rented out do not figure in the rest of the exercise, ihey aie also not rcidslcrcd in the
h land type might for uumple be home'fieldsor 'out' fields'

Field and t rop management
1 Vnnual crops tor i ach individual plot of each field
• use the pre-established sy mbols to lnriiriic the crops (or crop associations)
presently grow n or to show that the plot is under tallow (first ask what crop
is growing nou ); di aw ihc symhol(s),
• put a da-h -" m front of "t,
• l hen draw sv mboJ(s) tor the crops (or ciop .issue ijtioiis) grown the
preceding sc isun to the left of the dish
2 Show wheic vou glow perennial crops such as trees shrubs or perennial
1

• indicate how these- are grown e g on separate plots along contour lines,
along field boundaries, etc
• it pc icnnial tiops arc mixed with seasonal crops show what part of the area
is covered bv the perennial crops
% Indicate areas currently affected bv sod erosion
i Show where you have put in place measuics to < omi nl soil erosion,
includint; grass strips or other slope stabilising pi mis
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Interview form 3
Livestock a n d household m a n a g e m e n t

The maior elements oi livestock elemi nts that relate to soil fertility management
should hi shown on die ri souice flow map (ItTM)
1 For graying cattle (ulten local breeds)
* how many animals do von own'
- can you spccilv how mam are bullocks lor ploughum and how many are
•
•
*
2.
•
*
5
*
*

w-herc- do youi cattle suy at mghi' {kraals or tic Ids)
when is manure stnicd'
grazing management pi aclicc-s
distinguish the difiere ill practices c g crop residue gia/ing, glazing on own
pasture land, grazing on neighbouring farmers tallow land, gracing on
common pastuie, etc
tor each praence indicate the number of atumals imoUetl and how many
months the piaclicc lasis (jn print Iple the total number of months foi all the
practices should be 12),
for each practic c mdicateihc numher of times or hom s per iL» animals
grane and die number of hours the y remain but do not graze (i- g overnight
in the- kraal or in a (kid)
For yen) grazing cattle (often graded cattle).
indit .He ¿c-ro-grazmg units
how main- animals do you own'
For sheep and goats
how- many sheep and goats do vou own.'
show where tin sheep and goals spend the night, it they aie not in the cattle

* where is the manure heap(s)> Indícate whether the heaps are spc cics specific
and it cattle manure is kept separate* how many pigs do you own?
* where do the pigs stay at night'
* where is the manure heap if it is m a different place lunn manure from
cattle, sheep and goats'
• how many chickens do you own'
* when- are the chickens kept'
* when- is the manure- heap if it is m a different place from manure from
cattle, sheep, goats and pigs'
6. Show where you store- a nmial feed
7. indicate where you store your food.
8 Show the waste hcapfs)
9 Indicate where you have if impost pit/heap's Is it near the house or die
a. If there Is one growing st-.L-rfin tin nuiubcml imiuth.s jre Csiniucerl on i jurlv baMS II there- are r»«
ironing MMttins thr numher of months are estimated on a six-monthly basis
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Interview form 4
Outputs from fields

Last season's crop production
A distinction is made between:
• fields/plots on which seasonal crops are grown, and;
• fields/plots or field boundaries on which perennial crops an- grown, such as
bananas, trees, fodder species, etc.
1

lhe farmer should specify the si/e of the harvest, measured in local 'units'. The
flow is represented by an arrow which start in the ficld/ploi <md end at its
destination, e.g. the food store (on-farm) or market (oft farm) Ktimatcd
quantities are noted above the arrows.
Last season's crop residues
The same distinction is made between seasonal and perennial crops.
• the farmer identifies how crop residues from each crop and held ire used
(fodder, litter, grazing);
• she/he then estimates the relative proportions used for each purpose,
showing them on a pie chart it this makes it clearer,
• all flows arc then drawn on the map, and percentages put in over the
• the amount of residues leaving the field are also estimated, using local units
Note: on the map, crop residues that remain on the field should he labelled
'internal field flows'
Last season's crop production and use of crop leiidues
1 For each crop of every field/plot.
• how much did you harvest from last season s ciop'
• wluiv did vou take the harvest?
• show this on the map with arrows, and write lhe amounts over the arrows.
1 Perennial crops (bananas, trees, fodder species, houndai ics with grass
• how much have you harvested in either the last six or the past 12 months
(si i footnote a)
• where did you take the harvest?
• show ihis on the map with arrows, and write the amounts over the arrows
^ T-or i ist season s crops and fields including perennial e rops (sec footnote a)
• what happens to thet rop residues' (Kc-mnrcd for bedding material of
foddcr/gra/cd/composted/eaten by termites/burned, etc.)
• what proportion (percentage) of residues goes to each use?
• show this on the map with arrows, and write the- estimated percentages iwe7

•i. Crop residues removed from the field:
• how much w-as removed?
• put the amounts over the arrows
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Interview form 4 (continued)
a tor scisonal crops the output cmcrs the list trapping season s harvest, for perennial mops the output
relates to the last six months or past 12 months If then, are two cropping seasons a vear the crop production
only relates to the previous season which more or less corresponds with the previous six months perennial
crop production also relates to the last six months If then is cmh nm i nip i si ir rln list sv-isnn s 11 ip
producuon relates to a whole year and perennial crop production is <lso estimated for the whole \ear

Interview form 5
Inputs into fields

These inputs re-laic to
used on crops ihat .tie cuiieruh under
cultivation. The How is shown bv an arrow which st.iils .u its source (compost
pit, dung hill, fertiliser mm Ui i, etc.) and ends when n is use d (held plot) 1 he
quantities are noted in local units above the arrow
I C T U I I S I T

3

Fertilisation of current crops
1. For each field curremly being cultivated, including the farm yard
• how much organic ierlihser have you used?
- where did it come from' (internal source produced on the farm, or external
source outside the farm),
- show this with an arrow, and put the amount over the arrow.
• which mineral fertiliser^) have you used?
- how much of each?
- show this with an arrow, and put the amount over the arrow.
2. For perennial crops (bananas, trees, fodder, grass strips, etc.): ask the
questions above, covering either the last six or the past 12 months.
h

a hoi annual erops, fertiliser input ichile's lu the erops currently hemp, culllvaii-d
h 1 or pei enmal crops we look at fertiliser use over the last six months if there arc two eiopping seasons pei
year, and If there is only one cropping season a year we look at use of fertiliser ovi r the last 12 months (as
explained in the footnote to interview form

D E T A I L E D T O O L <S
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Interview form 6
External inputs a n d outputs other than to a n d from the fields
Inputs from external sources used on the farm (hut not on lie-Ids) include teed
for animals, additions/amendments to manure, waste, food, etc Outputs from
various sources on the farm (other thanfields)include milk/meat from
livestock; organic fertiliser; food, etc. Thesi tan .til he sold off ihi farm.
Fxtemal inputs Iv the household and animal production systems ot cr the fast
six months- or year
How much animal feed have you bought.'
which animals is it for?
I
where did you buy it from'
1
use arrows to show this on ihe mapI
show ihe aniuuni over eat h arrow.
1
Did you use grasses oi other biomass Irom common pastures tu improve I
organic fertilisers produced on the farm?
what .sort and how much of each type?
use arrows to show this on the map;
show I he amount over each arrow
1
Did v i m use mineral fcrtifisi rs to improve organic tcrtiliSL rs produced on 1

i|B

what son and how much of each type"
use arrows to show this on the map
show ihc amount over eat h arrow
Have you bought anv food for human consumption'
what sort and how much ol each type'
use arrows to show this on the map
show the amount over each arrow

|

ljt§

I
1

¡¡¡¡§1

1

inputs jrom the household anil animal production g stems that bat e left the
farm ot er Ihe last six months oi year (see footnote belnuJ
\
How much milk have-wiur animals produced ' How much did vou sell at the
markt or g» c away'
gift
Have you sold any anim lis' which species and how mam of each specles^H
Did vou sell or give away oiganie mamnc' what sort and how much of each!
1

F

1|§§§|B

Have von sold or given awav anv stored food' >X hat sort and how much rgjll
each type'
¡¡¡1

a If there arc two cropping seasons per war the off-farm inpuLs and outputs rtlah, to thL pre vlous six
months If then isonls i IH imppiiiii si (son pirvijroLTLUrrn inputs in esrlmiiul tor ihi list 12 months
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Interview form 7
Analysis of the RFM a n d alternative m a n a g e m e n t practices
The resource flow mapping exercise should close with a discussion about
alternative ways to improve soil fertility management
Analysing the RFM and identifying knowledge, gaps in knowledge, ami
alternative techniques and practices
- Have you always managed sod fertility as shown on your resourceflowmap
-

I low do vou judge the current pattern and si/e ot the flows'
What could you do to improve your present situation'
Which factors prevent \ou Irom making these improvements'

I Ise the results of die Kl \1 to discuss the issues listed below f'av particular
attention to why fanners use specific practices what thev know ahout those
diflcicnt practices and look out tor am gaps in then' knowledge of essential
facts about soil fertility processes
1
•
•
•
•
2
•

Crop cultivation
crop rotations food crops versus cash crops (high value cash crops)
lallow land, anv forms uf improved tallow
soil landscapes and characteristics orfieldtypes,
ploughing on slopes
I se of crop lcsiducs
tvpes fodder lor livestock mulch trash lines use as fuel

• scope lor improve me nt (taking account ot needs availabihlv
labour transport constraints, gender issues)
i Lsc ol organic fertiliser
• tvpe qualitv tvpe ot manure compost, waste, plant matenal mulch
• labour saving devices tor applving lertihscr,
• scope tor improvement in relation to type nt crop (cash fond), soil field
types, lahour transport constraints gender issues
•t Use of mineral fertiliser
• type and quantity,
• signs ot N or P shortage.
• scope for improvement in relation to type of crop, soil tvpe. financial
constraints, availability
5 Sod conservation and agro-forestry practices
' tvpe ot practice and extent of use• constraints lahour, plant material, capital, etc ,
• links to soil fertility and moisture management
6 Feeding livestock
• internal and external sources ot fodder
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Example
A resource flow map

d.ft

Flows
(C: donkey cart;
T: ton; b: 50 kg bag)
Crop produce
Burning
**
Termites
Residues for litter
•
Residues for fodder
<— •**
Organic fertiliser
t»
Ashes and sweepings
Urea
Cotton fertiliser
Cereals fertiliser
Grasses
Salts
Cotton cake

looo
ÎOd

Legend
Farm elements
Cattle pen
fjjgj
Goat pen
r£7j
Poultry house fjgj
Waste heap
A
Grain store
&
Compost pit
O
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Crops
Sorghum
Cotton
Maize
Millet
Groundnut
Fallow

9

Others
Soil erosion
Dikes

////////
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Interpretation of the resource flow map
The resource flow map shows a relatively high number offlowsbetween the various farm
components. 50% of cotton residues are used as pen litter for livestock; 30% of sorghum
residues and 50% of maize residues are used asfodder.Arelativelyinsignificant amount of
crop residues are burned. Organic fertiliser is produced on the farm by three sources:
household waste combined with small amounts of goat and chicken dung (10 donkey cart
loads), cattle manure (25 donkey cart loads) and compost (10 donkey cart loads). All the
organicfertiliseris put on the cotton crops, while mineral fertilisers are applied to almost
every crop. However, cotton is the only crop that gets the recommended dose, while
cereals are under-fertilised. External resources entering the farm are cotton seed cake and
grasses from common land that are cut to use as compost and litter in the kraal. Erosion is
quite limited as the farmer has built drains and dykes to try and control it, although sheet
erosion remains a problem.
This RFM generated several ideasfor Improving soilfertility management. The quality of
fodder (cereal stalks) can be improved and wastage can be reduced by chopping the
stalks with a chaff-cutter and adding a nitrogen supplement. Thefarmer could become
less dependent on externally suppliedfodder (such as cotton cake) by increasing the
production of fodder crops associated with cereals. It is also possible to produce more
organicfertiliser based on crop residues without increasing their workload too much, by
composting near thefield.
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Recording forms Tool 6
Recording forms for the farm maps: note to the user

The recording formsforthe initial resource flow maps andforthe planning maps/maps of
implemented activities to be completed later in the process correspond closely to the
interview forms that are to be used in drawing maps and to the ResourceKIT software. In
the recording forms, some items are presented. This indicates that data must be recorded
for these items; otherwise the ResourceKIT software will be unable to make nutrient flow
calculations.
Before starting to fill in the forms that correspond to information on the maps you will
need to enter some general information in the three 'General data'formspresented on
the following pages.
General data F O R M A: Seasons and livestock management practices

This form applies to the whole database.
The season

It is important to think carefully about the growing seasons used in the maps. For the
resource flow map we suggest taking the current year, i.e. the year that corresponds to
crops presenuy in the field, as the 'season'. In the planning map, the season should
correspond to the crops that are being planned: if you start a RFM during the growing
season in October 1998, the season will be '1998.' The situation is slighdy more
complicated when there are two growing seasons; for example if a RFM begins in October,
and October falls in the short rainy season, the season will be SR1998.
A 'window' will appear the first time you open the resourceKTT software; information
should then be stored in the computer. Later, when adding a 'new field' within the farm
field data' window of the ResourceKIT, you will have access to the choice of 'seasons'. At
this point you can make changes by clicking on H.
Livestock management practices for grazing cattle

The choices of types of management practices are pre-set in the ResourceKIT software.
They are:
• grazing on crop residues'
• grazing on own fallow/pastures
• grazing on other fallow/pastures
• grazing on common pastures
• transhumance.
In general, more than one practice will be used to manage grazing cattle. Over a given
period (taken in the software as one year, where is one growing season per year) grazing
cattle may spend a couple of months grazing on crop residues, some months on fallow
land, some months on common pastures, etc. If calculations are done on the basis of a
year, the total number of months spent on different sites by the same animals cannot be
more than 12.
Note that information on livestock managementfilled in on Form 3 (Livestock and
household elements) for the maps is also to be entered in the ResourceKTT software.
54
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Under 'local cattle', a window called 'livestock management' can be opened by clicking
on I . Different locations can then befilled in for each of the management practices
listed, specifying whether grazing is involved or not as well as the time spent on that
location. 'Time spent' covers a 24 hour period, broken down to show bow long each
practice lasts, e.g. 10 hours grazing crop residues, 2 hours movingfrom the kraal to the
fields, 12 hours in the kraal. This information can be adapted, but onlyfor the data base
as a whole (that is, per village).
General data F O R M B: The village

b

General data Form B is to be filled in for each village. Four types of information are
included.
• General information: name and administrative location of village.
• Default information: this information can be adapted for each field; if nothing is filled in
the standard default values will be used (see farm field data' window of the
ResourceKTTby clicking on H):
- farm plots are open to village cattle; here you can indicate whether cattle have access to
the crop residues of the farm after the harvest. This is important in understanding
uptake and output from the farm, since if afarmplot is open to all village cattle, the
cattle from the farm in question (the so-caled farm cattle) will graze only a part of its
crop residues. The largest part will be grazed by non-farm cattle (cattle from other
farms). Meanwhile the cattle from the farm being studied (farm cattle) will also graze
residue from fields belonging to other farms;
- deep rooted trees on or within 5 meter of the farm plots: this information is used to
include possible nutrient uptake by deep rooted trees in calculations;
- primary soil type on plots: used to calculate nutrients lost due to leaching and
volatilisation.
• Description of general village characteristics: services, soil types, territory and soil
conservation measures.
• Seasonal village data:
- number of farms in the village: used in making calculations for nutrient uptake and
output during crop residue grazing by a farm's own cattle or all village cattle;
- area cultivated (ha): used in making calculations for nutrient uptake and output during
crop residue grazing by the farm's own cattle or all village cattle;
- number of cattle in the village: used in making calculations for nutrient uptake and
output during crop residue grazing by the farm's own cattle or all village cattle;
- precipitation per season: used to calculate changes in nutrient content due to leaching,
volatilisation and non-symbiotic N-fixation.
In the ResourceKTT, you can access information about the village in the 'generalfarm
data' windows by clicking on 'village'.
General data F O R M C: Fields and plots on the farm.

General data Form C should be filled in for each farm. It should be used with Form 2 (for
the RFM) and kept with the planning map/map of implemented activities. This will give
farmers a record of changes in their fields and plots. Each field generally includes a
number of individual plots. Both fields and plots are individually numbered. The first
DETAILED TOOL 6
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growing season corresponds to the preceding season on the RFM, or to the first growing
season after thefield/plotwas mapped and assigned a uniquefield/plotnumber. After this
form has been filled in for the RFM, adaptations should be made only when a new number
is assigned to afield/plot(e.g. after spUtting or merging fields or plots).
After you have filled in general data forms A, B and C, you can begin recording specific
information for the RFM (and planning map/map of implemented activities), on the
following seven forms.
• Forms la and lb cover general farm data.
• Form 2 is an inventory of the crops cultivated on thefields/plotsentered on General
data FORM C. Form 2 is also the place to record information about erosion, erosion
control, crops grown last season and crops presendy in the field.
• Form 3 covers livestock and household elements, as well as management.
• Forms 4a and 4b relate to outputs fromfieldsfor the crops grown last season.' Note that
if there are two growing seasons per year, outputs for perennial crops relate to the last
6 months, while if there is only 1 growing season per year they cover 12 months.
• Form 5 relates to field inputs (fertilisers) for crops that are presendy in thefield."Note
that if there are two growing seasons per year, inputs for perennial crops relate to the
last 6 months, while if there is only 1 growing season per year they cover 12 months.
• Forms 6a and 6b cover external inputs into the livestock and household systems and
farm outputs from them.
• Form 7 is to be used to record the analysis of the RFM and planning map/map of
implemented activities.
a. The situation may become quite complex if crop residue grazing is not restricted to the animals of one farm, but open to
all animals of the village and even neighbouring villages. Then only a part of the crop residues from afieldwill be eaten by
the animals from the farm that has produced the residue; the rest will be eaten by other animals. At the same time, the
animals from the farm in question will eat crop residues from otherfieldsand other farms
b. In addition to more general information (name of village, total number of farms, area cultivated, precipitation, number
of cattle), some 'default' information must be filled in on General data FORM C
c. This is the case for the RFM (Tool 6) and the map of implemented activities (Tool 11); note that when making the
planning map (Tool 8), form 4a is not used, and 4b corresponds in principle to the crops in the field
d. This is the case for the RFM (Tool 6) and the map of implemented activities (Tool 11). Note that for the planning map
(Tool 8), field inputs relate to crops the farmer plans to grow soon
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General data FORM A Seasons and livestock management practices
Season (e.g. LR1998)
Start ofgrowing season (molyrf

a. For resource flow maps the season relates to crops presently in the field; for the planning map it relates to planned
crops. If there is 1 growing season per year only the year is indicated; If there are 2 growing seasons per year, one will be
the long rainy (LR) and the other the short rainy ( S R ) growing season
b. Month in which sowing starts

Livestock management practice*

Location*

Grazing

Grazing on crop residues

Plot

Yes

Grazing on own fallow/pasture

Plot

Yes

Grazing on other fallow/pasture

Plot on other farm

Yes

Grazing on common pasture

Commons

Yes

Hours
(during day)

Transhumance

a. The different types of management practice are listed and outlined in the ResourceKrT software. In principle grazing
catde will involve more than one practice: over a given period (e.g. one year) cattle will spend a couple of months grazing
crop residues, a few months on fallow, some time on common pastures, etc. If practices are being monitored over one
year the total number of months should be 12. Note that this information is to befilledIn on Form 3 of die RFM
b. When recording management practices, cattle should be accounted for over a 24 hour period, broken down to show
into how long each practice lasts: e.g. 10 hours grazing crop residues, 2 hours moving from the kraal to the fields, 12
hours in the kraal
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General data FORM B The village
General information
Name of village
Sub location
Division
District
Is there a market in the village? (yes/no)
Default values for farm plots in this village
Are farm plots open to village cattle? (yes/no)
Are there deep-rooted trees on or within
5 metres of the farm plots? (yes/no)
Primary soil type
General characteristics of the village
Description of services
Description of soil types
Description of territory units/
ethnic groups/sub-groups/clan
Description of soil conservation measures
Seasonal vUlage data
Season
i Farms (no.)
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Area cultivated i Cattle (no.)
(ba)
\

Precipitation
(mm/season)
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General data 1 OHM C
1 ield> and plots on the farm
Fields
First recorded growing season"
Field number

Farm number
Last recorded growing season'

Plots

Remarks

a. This form can be used to record data and keep track of farmfieldsand plots. It is to be used together with form 2 of the
resource flow map; data can then be transferred to later planning maps/maps of implemented activities
b. Thefirstgrowing season corresponding to the preceding season of the RFM; this means the first growing season the
field/plot was mapped with a uniquefield/plotnumber (thus for the planning map the first growing season corresponds
to the planned crops)
c. Fill in only when thefield/plotis no longer being mapped with the same number (e.g. after splitting or merging a field
or plot)
d. The default value will be the primary soil typefilledin on General data FORM B
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I orm la General farm data
Name of village
Season of the resource flow map*

Farm number
Date of the mapping
1

Facilitators
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members
Household head
Name
Sex (male/female)
Date of birth or age
Level of education
Active as head of household since
Household members present
Name

Relationship to head
of household

Level of education

Farm
Farm class
Year the farm was founded
Farm location/territory unit (see territory map)
Organisations, networks and clan affiliation
Decision maker for crops
Decision maker for livestock

a. The farm number will be generated by the ResourceKTT software; you will be asked to write It on this form later when
you enter data in the database
b. Season corresponding to crops presently In thefield('current season'); see 'General data Form A: Seasons and livestock
management practices'
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1. Size of the household
Children
Men
Women
2. Active household members
Children
Men
Women
3. Hired labour

Number of people x months employed

... x...

4. Off-farm employment
Number employed on other farms
Number employed by other enterprises
Proportion of farm income
5. Means of transport

6. Agricultural equipment
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Form 2
Inventory of crops cultivated''
Field/plot
Annual crops

Perennial crops

§

I
8

1

I
«S

8
w

s?

c

8

1
i

!

1
1 i

a. For the software, you mustfillin at least one of the four crop columns for each field/plot
b. For single cropping, the rank number is always 1; for crop associations the major crop comes first (1),followedby the
associated crops (2,3,..)
c. Fill in the preceding season (for example, 'SR2000') in the column heading
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Form 3
Livestock and household elements
Livestock system
1. Local cattle
Number
Management practices"
i Number Months
Bullocks
Grazing on crop residues in field j
Grazing cattle
Grazing on own fallow/pasture |
Kraals (general)
Grazing on other fallow/pasture i
Manure heaps (general)
On common pasture
1
On transhumance
j
2. Graded cattle
Number
Zero grazing cattle
Manure heap
3- Sheep/ Goats
Sheep/ goat
Kraals
Manure heaps

Number

4. Pigs
Pigs
Kraals
Manure heaps

Number

5. Chickens
Chickens
Huts
Manure heaps

Number

6. Other livestock

Number

7. Other livestock
elements
Feed stores

Number

Household system
8. Homestead
elements
Compost pits
Food stores
Waste heaps

Number

a. For each practice determine the periods (or hours per day) the animals effectively graze and the pisriods (or hours) the
animals do not graze, but spend overnight in the kraal or In the field/plot (see general data on seasoiis and livestock)
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Form ia
Outputs from fields: Last season's annual and perenial crop production
Estimai ed quantity
Field no. Plot no. Crop
Unit (local or kg)
Destination
Number of units

Outputs from fields: Use o f last season's crop residues
Field no. Plot no. Crop

Destination of crop residue

Form 5
Inputs into fields: Use of fertiliser on crops in the field
Field no. Plot no.

Type of fertiliser

Source

Form 6a
External Inputs to farm elements other than fields
Destination

64

Type of input

Source

Estima ed quantity
Percent- Ato. of Unit
(local
age (%) units
or kg)
of total
residue

Estimate!1 quantity
Unit (local
Number of
or
kg)
units

Estimate i quantity
Unit (local
Number of
or kg)
units
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Forât 6b
Livestock and household products leaving the farm
Source

Type of output

Destination

Number
of units

Estin:lated quantity
Unit (local
or kg)

Form 7
Analysis of RFM and alternative management practices
This analysis of the map and of alternative soil fertility management practices should be
filled in for each type of soil and each field type.
ge; gaps in
Crop management practices (reasonsfor current practices; level ofknowlea
knowledge; potential improvements; conditions requiredfor improvement)
Crop rotation
Food crops versus cash crops
Fallow; improved fallow
Ploughing on slopes

Use of crop residues (reasonsfor current practices; level of knowledge; gaps in
knowledge; potential improvements; conditions requiredfor improvement)
Types of use
Quantities
Labour/transport constraints
Gender issues
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Organic fertiliser: production, handling, storage, use (reasons for current practices;
level of knowledge; gaps in knowledge; potential improvements; conditions requiredfor
improvement)
Types
Quantities in relation to soil types, field types and type of crop (food/cash)
Labour/transport constraints
Quality of organic fertiliser
Alternatives to organic fertiliser

Use of mineral fertiliser (reasons for current practices; level of knowledge; gaps in
knowledge; potential improvements; conditions requiredfor improvement)
Types and quantities in relation to soil types, field types and type of crop (food/cash)
P-deficiency?
Availability; financial constraints; credit facilities

Soil conservation and agro-forestry (reasons for current practices; level of
knowledge; gaps in knowledge; potential improvements; conditions requiredfor
improvement)
Types and importance
Constraints
Combination with fertiliser management
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Detailed Tool 7
The farmers' workshop
Objectives
'Jo inform all villagers about the objectives oi the Planning Phase of the PLAR
process.
To review and feed back findings from the Diagnostic Phase
To pool farmers' and the PLAR team's ideas ahout how to solve the pioblems
discussed earlier:
observe how farmers experiment with new ideas and assess their views on
how to deal with problems and constraints;
discuss topics related to gaps in farmers' knowledge,
identify topics for farmers' training sessions;
discuss alternative methods of integrated soil fertility management,
identified by the PLAR team.
lo help farmers set priorities and make a preliminary lisi ui training si ssions
they arc interested in and new techniques to try out
To agree on the agenda for continuing the Planning Phase
Expected outputs
Farmer understanding of the objectives of the Planning Phase
Exchange of knowledge about soils and soil fertility management
Provisional list of topics tor farmers' training
Assessment of farmers' experience in testing out new ick as
Farmers' proposals to overcome their constraints and problems
Alternative methods for improving soil fertility management, suggested by
Agreement on a tentative schedule for the exchange visit and drawing the
planning maps, for subsequent planning meetings with the different classes
ol farm and for the concluding village meeting
Participants
All selected test tanners (the ISl'M committee) and other interested farmers.
All T'lAH icam members
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Preparations required
* Flip charts summarizing:
- the major constraints affecting all farmers, and those specilic to each class of
farm;
- topics related to gaps in farmers' knowledge;
alternatives for improving soil fertility management identified by the team;
- the main new techniques: their objectives, procedures and conditions for
successful implementation; potential results. Illustrate with pictures, tools or
other visual aids;
- a matrix of possible solutions that fulfil the assessment criteria, suggested by
the team.
* A set of cards, each with a possible solution written in English and illustrated
by a symbol.
* Pre-established procedure, preparations and interview forms.
* Pre-established recording forms.
Materials required
• Flip chart paper.
• Coloured pens.
• Thick cards.
Time required
One to several days.
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Procedure
t. Choose and prepare a suitable venue for the meeting.
2. Introduce the PI.AR team to the participants.
3. Explain the objectives of the Planning Phase of PLAR, and the specific
objectives, expected outputs and methodology of the farmers' v orkshnp.
4. Present the list of major constraints identified in the Diagnostic Phase, those
allecting all farmers and those specific to each class of farm \»*xpiepamtioii
5. Identify farmers' views on recent changes in tanning practices and on testing
new solutions to their problems (see interview form 1):
• discuss changes in soil fertility management over the List few decades,
• make an inventory of farmers' previous expenmi nts,
* discuss farmers' ideas for resolving the constraints identified i arlici m Lhe
6. Discuss topics related ro ihc gaps in farmers knowledge identified earlier
during the Diagnostic Phase (seepreparation 2).
7. Make a provisional list of topics to be covered during tinners training
8. Present the PLAR team's list of test options Oudine their objectives, the
hypotheses, procedures and conditions for successful implementation, and
the expected results (seepreparation j )
9. Investigate fanners' choice of test options from their own and the team's
suggestions, and identify the criteria dcicnhimng their choice (set intervieu
10. Present and discuss the team's matrix of possible solutions according co tlie
criteria outlined (see preparation 4)
11 Compare the farmers' and the team s criteria. Discuss the dillcreuccs and
similarities between farmers' and the team's prion used solutions and
lhe team should make it dear that this is Hot a final judgement and thai
farmers should not opt for a single solution, hut for set era/ alternative options
to be tested and adapted these tan he used in various combinations
au. ordiuti to farmei s ctrcutnslaiu. 1 s
12 tor each constraint, make a list of possible solutions and note which farm
classes arc affected
13 Discuss a tentative schedule lor exchange visits, drawing the planning maps,
holding planning meeungs for each class of farm, and a cone luding meeting
for the whole village
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Preparation!
'' y
~'\7"
"* "§§1F
" Major constraints identified during the Diagnostic Phase
;

An example of a table of constraints/causes, developed by the team on the basis
of the outcomes of the Diagnostic Phase, is given below.
Major constraints and their causes General Specific to each class of farm
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
1. Insufficient production of
x
organic fertiliser
./ 7/7 '<•/:•
2.
3.
:

Interview form 1
Identifying f a r m e r s ' views
This form can be used to identify farmers' views on recent changes and on
testing possible solutions to their problems.
1. What are the major changes in soil fertility management over the last few
decades?
• can you explain what has changed in comparison to previous practices?
• why did this change happen?
• how did you develop the new ideas and practices: where did the ideas come
from (local farmers or outsiders)?
• who was first to adopt the new practices?
2. Do any of you sometimes experiment with new ideas? Make a list of farmers
who raise their hands, and later identify which class of farm and social
organisations they belong to, the territory unit, major soil types they farm,
etc.
3. Select some farmers to talk about their experiments, and ask them:
• can you explain in detail what you have tried?
• why did you do this experiment: what was the objective; what did you hope
to discover?
• where did you get the idea for doing this?
• did anyone help you with the experiment?
• how was it done? Did you have different treatments for different parts of the
field? When did you do the trial, and how many years have you been using
this new practice?
• have other farmers visited your experiment, or have you shown it to other
farmers? If other farmers have seen it, what was their reaction?
• what information did you collect from the experiment; have you recorded
this information?
• what was the outcome and what conclusions have you drawn from this
experiment?
• do you plan to set up other experiments?
8
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Interview form 1 (continued)
4. Looking at the list of constraints identified earlier (Iseeflipchart; see
preparation 1), do you have one by one any suggestions about how to
resolve them?
5. Go through the constraints and identify farmers' ideas for each of them:
• can you explain how your idea could help solve the specific
constraint/problem?
• what would be needed to try out your idea?
• who would be interested in trying out the idea? i
6. Get the farmers to prepare a card for each idea they have identified and
chosen for trial: choose a symbol for each practice and draw it on the card.
A short explanation may be written under the symbol.
a. Before the workshop starts find out and list the specific words in the local language that indicate 'changes',
'experiments', 'trying out', and 'innovation'

Preparation 2
Topics for discussion b a s e d on identified g a p s in f a r m e r s '
knowledge"
During the Diagnostic Phase gaps in farmers' knowledge will be identified.
On this basis, the team can use thefollowinglist to help in developing a list of
topics for discussion.
!
Soils and their characteristics

i

Physical characteristics of soil
j
• Soil texture: use the 'feel' method to demonstrate clayey, loamy and sandy
soils.
I
• Soil colour: black, white, red, grey, brown, yellow. Jjtow the following affect
soil colour: organic matter and parent rock; changes in time; causes of
change, cultivation and fertilisation.
• Soil structure: aggregation; credibility, workability; ieffect of rains and soil
and water management; changes over time; effect of cultivation.
• Soil depth and layers: top soil and sub-soil; different characteristics of each
layer; implications for plant growth, land preparation and soil management.
• Relate farmers' criteria for each soil type and their Ijtet of characteristics to
what has just been discussed: textures, colour, structure, depth.
• Relate different soil characteristics to their location in the territory or
position on the catena.
Chemical characteristics of soil
• Plant nutrients and-soil as a source of nutrients; the effects of clay and soil
organic matter. .
• Basic plant nutriente and micro-elements for plant growth: symptoms of
deficiency.
]
• Principle of mineralisation; leaching, erosion and v^latisation.
• Sou acidity: symptoms and effect on plant growth, j

Preparation 2 (continued)
• Relationship between the chemical nature of soil and soil and water
management.
Biological characteristics of soil
• Soil life: visible and invisible.
• Effect on chemical and physical characteristics of the soil.
Crop management practices
» Crop rotation/association; effect of legumes on son fertility; nodules.
• Land preparation.
• weeding methods and weed competing for water and nutrients.
Management of crop residues
• Estimating quantities produced by each species of crop.
• Potential uses: fuel; construction; bedding; composting; grazing; fodder and
incorporation in soil, including the effect on soil characteristics and
implications for labour, transport, etc.
—:
• Quality of crop residues: distinguish between different parts of the plants in
terms of potential plant nutrients and decomposition (notion of C/N ratio
and speed of decomposition).
Organic fertiliser: production, handling, storage and use

• Diffeient sources of organic fertiliser produced on the farm.
• Estimating requirements for cultivated land.
• Estimating potential and actual quantities produced, and implications for
labour, catde, capital etc.
• How to increase quantity and improve quality.
• Decomposition ol organic ieniliser in the soil.
• Leaching and volatisation; effects of covering the heap.
Use of mineral fertiliser

•

types and prices of available fertilise r

• Plant icquiicmcnis it com mi nded doses tosi-t ttccmeuess
Soil erosion and erosion control
a. lira. SLLtlun fwb been Inspired by th< KIHM program (Bangkok, 1 hailind IAO 1 IBM Programme 19SH»
Farmer Held Sihool on Integrated soil Management hcUluuor's Manual)
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Preparation 3
Alternative options for testing
Alternative options can be developed by the PLAR team on the basis of the
outcomes of the Diagnostic Phase. The items filled in below pmvide an example.
Alternative Objectives
Hypotheses
Expected
Conditions for
options
results
successful
!
implementation
•
2-4
times
*
3 season trial
1. Improved • To improve
l.Ifza.
fallow;
the natural
improved fallow moreN
• Seeds of
different
restoration
is installed, then than natural legume species
species of
of soil fertility the soil fertility
fallow
available
shrub
(fallowing)
will be rapidly • Double the * Land under
legumes
by adding a
replenished,
maize yield
maw during
nitrogen
through the
in the
1K to I K ted
fixing species biological
following I.U fallow lor Sl<
!i :ll|Sliii|îiiii| • To speed up
fixation of N
• Production • Land under
natural
and by
of fuel
soil
fallowing
capturing N in
wood
conservation
the sub-soil;
or rclatitct} llat
2. Ifwc try out
• Each plot
the 3 species of a„j|w||j||||p should be at
legumes, then
least 100m"
the farmer will
be able to choose
the best options/
combinations
2.
3.
;

1:
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Interview form 2
i »4;. .« »
Pooling a n d r a n k i n g proposed solutions from farmers a n d
the PLAR team "
Lay out the cards on the ground so everyone can see all the solutions
proposed by the farmers and the team
1. Make a provisional ranking of all the proposed solutions:
• go through the cards individually;
• get one farmer to put the cards in a pile with the 'best-bet' solution on top,
then the 'second-best' solution, and so on;
• the final order of the cards should be agreed by consensus;
• briefly discuss the reasons for each card's ranking, while a team member
notes the reasons on a flip chart.
3

Once the ranking is finished, discuss farmers' list of reasons.
2. You have listed the possible solutions in order of priority, and we noted the
reasons you gave for your choices. Can you now list these reasons in order
of importance? What are the most important reasons for trying out a new
idea?
• go through the reasons one by one;
• give each reason a number:
very important = 3; of secondary importance = 2; least important = 1.
a. Make it clear that at the moment the ranking is only provisional: at this point most farmers will not fully
understand the solutions proposed by the PLAR team. This will change during the course of the Planning
Phase. Here the idea is not to arrive at a definitive ranked list of experiments that farmers want to carry out,
but to identify farmers' preferences and the criteria behind their choices

Preparation 4
—PLAR team's s u g g e s t e d solutions
A matrix for ranking possible solutions can be developed by the PLAR team on the
basis of the outcomes of the Diagnostic Phase and the criteria discussed earlier in
the process. The possible solutions, criteria and responses in the table below are
simply examples.
Possible

Criteria for priority

solutions
Visible

Short-

Inform-

Risk

External

Ease of

Assist-

Major

Cost/

effect

term

ation

involved

inputs

implem-

ance

con-

benefit

effect

available?

1. Improving Little

Little

natural

to yes

fallow

to yes

^
No

required

entation

required straints

Yes:

Rela-

Little

seeds

tively

Labour

Low

easy

2. '
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Recording forms Tool 7
The farmers' workshop

General data
:
Village
Location of the community:*

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a. Commune, division, district, etc.

Planning Phase objectives, specific objectives, expected outputs and workshop
methodology
:

Farmers' comments

Major constraints Identified in the Diagnostic Phase (see preparation 1)

Farmers' comments

DETAILED TOOL 7
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Farmers' views on recent changes and on testing possible solutions
Changes in soilfertility management over the lastfew decades
What changed exactly and how was it different from before? Why did this change happen?
Who developed the new ideas? Where did the information come from? Who was the first
to adopt the new practices?

Farmers'previous experiments
What has been tried? Why? What was the objective? Where did the idea come from? Who
helped? How was it done: different treatments, layout? Have other farmers visited the
experiment? What information was collected/registered? What was the outcome and what
conclusions were drawn from it?

Farmers' ideas for solutions to constraints/problems
How could the specific constraint/problem be solved? What conditions would be
necessary to try out the idea? Who would be interested in trying out the idea?

List of topics related to gaps in farmers' knowledge (see preparation 21

Farmers' comments

list of topics for farmers' training
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List of possible solutions suggested b> the team (see preparation 3)

Farmers' comments

Farmers' prioritization of possible solutions
Priority list

Farmers' criteria for choice of priorities

PLAR team's matrix for ranking proposed solutions according to criteria discussed
earlier (sec preparation 4)

Farmers' comments

Differences and similarities between farmers' and I'LAR team's criteria for
prioritisation

Provisional list of all solutions proposed for each problem constraint and each
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Detailed Tool 8
The planning map
Objectives
"lb visualise the farmer's planned soil fertility management practices for ilic
next season.
To analyse the changes from the previous season.
To stimulate farmers to experiment with new ways of managing soil fertility.
Expected outputs
A farm map drawn by the farmers from a farm-household showing their
plans for managing soil fertility plans in the coming season. It should show:
major farm inputs and outputs, and flows between sub-systems on the farm
relating to the proposed soil fertility management practices;
experiments the farmer intends to carry out.
Participants
Household members: the head of the household and (if head is male) his
wife or wives, plus one or two members of the household workforce.
Two PIAR team members.
Preparations required
• A list of standardised symbols developed with fanners (see KFM).
* Pre-established procedure and interview forms.
• Pre-established recordingforms.
• Inform the head of the household about the date and time of the meeting,
and its objectives.
Materials required
• large sheets of strong packing paper.
* Coloured pens.
• A list of symbols.
Time i c q u u e d

foci rolhree hours.
a. In principle, planning relates to the use of residues from crops currently in the field and to crops and related input use
(mainly fertilisers) for the next season; where there are two cropping seasons a year, these activities more or less coincide
with a period of six months. 'Where there is only one crop per year, the planning relates to a whole year.
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Procedure
1 Meet the farmer at the homestead: introduce the team to nicmht is of rhe
household.
2. Fxplain the objectives, expected outputs and procedure
3 Make a short tour of the farm and discuss any socio-economic changes in the
farming household, see interview form 1.
4 Choose a suitable place to draw the map (e.g. near the homestead). Make
sure the head of the household and active household members arc present
(men and women).
5. Present the materials: paper, coloured pens/symbols (explain why we use
the same symbols as for the R1M); and ask the fanner to briefly present
his/her diagnostic KFM.
6. Re-draw the RFM, and show how the fields and crops will be managed,
including which crops arc planned and any newfieldsor plots the farmer
intends to cultivate: see interview form 2.
7. Draw new elements of the household and animal production systems that
the iarmer plans to set up over the coming six months or year (food stocks,
waste heaps, animals, manure heaps, compost pits, etc.)- see interview
form 3.
8 Illustrate how last season's crop residues will be used: see interview form 4.
y. Identify and draw in how fertiliser will be used on the next season's crop
and on perennial crops during the coming six months or M .ir see
interuew form 5
10. Identify and illustrate other inputs and outputs that relate to the household
and animal production systems, and illustrate with arrows sec inter new
;

11. Analyse the planned improvements compared to the management practices
illustrated on the initial resource flow map: see mien lew form "
x. When, there is only one cropping season per year the pLuimng is done lor the whole year, where there an.
two propping seasons per year the planning is (UHIL for sue months
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Interview form 1
Visiting the f a r m fields
The team members, household head and active farm members visit the most
important farm fields. During this tour the group should discuss any major
changes that have taken place since the last visit, and the changes the farmer
intends to implement.
During the visit: use recordingform la, filling in names of participating
household members and so forth. Then use recordUigform lb:
1. Have there been, or do you plan any changes in who will work on the farm
in the next cropping season?
2. Did you or will you hire labour: how many people and how many days for
each person?
3. Did or will any family members work outside the farm?
• how many on other farms?
• how many in enterprises unrelated to farming?
• what proportion of your income will come from off-farm employment?
4. Did you or will you buy any new means of transport (donkey, cart, tractor)
or other agricultural equipment (plough, seeder, weeder)?
Interview form 2
Field inventory a n d planning c h a n g e s in field a n d crop
management
Inventory of fields*
1 Re-draw the map of your farm and indicate the boundaries of the fields and
the individual plots inside the field(s).
2. Do you intend to cultivate all these fields/plots yourself during the next
season' Or do you intend to rent out some fields/plots? If so, which ones?
'Iry

to understand WHY
3 Do >ou intend to cultivate any other fields/plots apart from these next
season? If yes
* draw their boundaries;
# are these vour own fields/plots, or do you rent or borrow them?
* ghc each field a number,
• estimate its surface area;
• estimate its slope percentage and length;
• is the land open to free grazing by cattle (on crop residues or (allow)'
• an- then- deep rooted trees on or close to the field?
• indicate the soil or land type.
Try to understand WHY
m This information should he registered on general data tORW ti (see Tool 6 Note to the user)
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Interview form 2 (continued)
Planning field and crops management
1. For each individual plot of eachfieldyou intend to cultivate, show:
• the crops (or crop associations) grown last (or present) season, as indicated
behind the dash on the RFM: draw the symbol(s);
• put a dash '-* behind it;
• the crops (or crop associations) you intend to grow next season, including
fallow land; draw the symbol(s) behind the dash
Discuss the farmers'planned crop rotations, and try to understand why she/he
has chosen them. Try to motivate thefarmer not to grow the same type of crop
every year/season on the same field: suggest bringing in legumes as a sole crop
or in association with other crops.
Rearing in mind the outcomes of the farmers' workshop, try to motivate the
farmer to plan field experiments such as fertiliser trials, improvedfallow,
fodder crops, etc.
2.

Indicate where you intend to plant perennial ciops

(trees, s h i u b s ,

fodder

• indicate the pattern of cultivation: separate plots, contour tines, field
boundary, etc.:
• for perennial crops mixed with seasonal crops, show what proportion of the
area is covered by perennial crops.
Depending on the outcomes of the farmers u orkshop, try to tnotii ate the
farmer to plant/sow trees to prod,n e more firewood to plant /odder strips on
the field/plot boundaries, etc.
3. Have you planned any soil consen ation .ictn ities' It so which ones' Miow
where toil plan to implement them
Depending on the outcomes of the planning workshop try to motit ate the
Jarmer to plan soil tonsen at ion measures (such us contour fanning)
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Interview form 3
Planning c h a n g e s in livestock a n d household m a n a g e m e n t '
1. Re-draw the livestock and homestead elements from the RFM, including
sheep, pig and cattle kraals, zero-grazing units, dung and manure heaps,
compost pits, etc.
2. How many local cattle do you have now and how many more do you intend
to purchase?
• indicate how many will graze on crop residue, on own fallow/pasture land,
on neighbouring farmers' fallow/pasture, on common pasture, or by
transhumancc;
• for each practice indicate the number of animals involved and how many
months the practice lasts (in principle the total number of months foi all the
practices should be 12);
• indicate where you will install new kraals or adjacent manure heaps;
3. How many graded cattle do you have now and how many more do you
intend to purchase?
• indicate where you will install new stables i >r adjacent manure heaps.
j
4 I low mam sheep/goats do you have now and how mam more do you intend |
to purchase?
j
• indicate where you will install new kraals and idjaicni manuic heaps
5. How many pigs do you have now and how mam moic do you intend ro
purchase?
• indicate where you will install new kraals and adjacent manure heaps.
6. How many chickens do you have now and how mam more do vou intend to
purchase?
• Indicate where you will install new krads and adj.tci.ni manure heaps
7. Where do you intend to install new food stores?
8. Where do you intend to install new animal feed stores?
9. Where do you intend to install new waste heaps or comjioM pits, near t he
fields or near the homestead?
Bearing in mind the outcomes of thefarmers' workshop tn to molu ale the
farmer to think about ways to increase manure productmu on the farm
She/he could try using straw in the kraal and adding rotk phosphate, or
digging a compost pit near the fields.
a This plan relates to the nun season, whicJh lasts sue months If there arc two cropping seasons a w n mil
twelve months if there is only one crop per year
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Interview form 4
Planning outputs from fields
In planning the use of residues:
• go through all the crops on every field and identify how the residues have
been or will be used: as fodder, litter, grazing, etc;
* estimate the relative percentage used for each purpose, making sure that
thev add up to 100% If it helps, the fanner can draw a pie diagram,
• draw all the flows using arrows labelled with the percentages,
• using local terms and units, estimate the quantities of residues dui in c I Feet
leave the field and are transported elsewhere.
Note crop residues left in the field constitute an internalJield f/ou
Planning the use of last season's crop residues
1 or each crop of every field/plot
1 What were or will be the destinations of last season's crop residues- bedding
material, fodder, grazing, termites, burning, etc '
2 What proportion (percentage) goes to each use'
*i Show this with arrows, label the arrows with the estimated pc i cc mages
4 How much crop residue have you transported/will you iranspon* Put the
amount over the appropriate arrows.
lry to motivate the farmer to make better use of crop residues than she he did
the previous year/season, decreasing the amount oj residues burned and
increasing the amount used as fodder bedding m the kiaat or as compost li i
to understand why the farmer thinks his'her plan makes the best use of ciop
residues Think about manpower, transport facilities distance hi tu ecu the
homestead andfields, numbers and types of hi estock etc T s< any ai tillable
information from research or extension on the optimal quantities offodder
and bedding per livestock unit or per mar/power'transport facility Discuss
how the farmer could improve bis/her plan
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Interview form 5
P l a n n i n g inputs into fields
The Inputs relate to fertiliser to be used on crops mat the Banner intends to
grow in the fields in the next season. The flow is represented by an arrow,
which starts at its source (a compost pit, kraal or fertiliser market) and ends
where it is used: the field/plot. The quantities should be noted in local units
above the arrow.
Planning fertilisation of next season's crops
1. For eachfield/plot,including the farm yard:
* how much organic fertiliser will you use?
- where will it come from? Will it be produced on the farm or bought outside
the farm?
- show this with an arrow;
- note how much you will use over the arrow.
• which mineral fertiliser(s) did you apply?
- how much of each type?
- show this with an arrow;
- label the arrow with the quantity.
Discuss bow thefarmer plans to use the organicfertiliser produced on the
farm and any that she/he willpurchase. Talk about why she/he plans to use it
on somefields/cropsand not on others.
Compare the quantities of organic and mineralfertilisers thefarmer plans to
use with those she/he used in the previous year/season, and with the doses
recommended by research and extension. Discuss how the farmer could
improve bisfber use of fertiliser.
Bearing m mind the outcomes oj the funnel s uorkshop tn to motn ate the
fanner to plan fertiliser trials.
2. For perennial crops such as bananas, trees, Napier grassfields,boundaries ol
Napier grass, etc.: ask the questions abtni tcmhser inputs the farm* r
intc nds to applv during the coming six months or year.'
a. This plan relates to the next season, which «-11111st six months il iliun. in- iwn mjpplng st-tsons a vt.ir inri
twelve months if there is onlj one crop per year
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Interview form 6
P l a n n i n g external inputs a n d s outputs other than to a n d from
the fields
The inputs from other farm elements are animal feed; and those from external
sources are additions/amendments to manure and waste, food bought at
market, etc.
The farm outputs related to the other farm elements are the sale of milk/meat
from livestock; the sale of organic fertiliser produced on the farm; the sale of
food, etc.
Planning external inputs to the household and animal production
systems over the next six months or year (seefootnote a, interviewform 5)
1. How much and what type of animal feed will you purchase?
• which animals are you buying it for?
• where are you buying it?
• show this with an arrow;
• put the amount over the arrow.
2. Will you use grasses or other biomass from common land to improve
organic fertilisers produced on the farm?
• how much o f what type?
• show this with an arrow;
_
• put the amount over the arrow.
3. Will you use mineral fertilisers to improve the organic fertilisers produced
on the farm?
• how much of which type?
• where will you get them?
• show this with an arrow;
• put the amount over the arrow.
4. What food will you buy for human consumption?
• how much of which type'
• show this with an arrow;
' put the amount over the arrow.
Discuss the differences from the previous season/year and why the farmer
plans these changes.
Planning outputs from the household and animal production systems
over the next six months or year (see footnote a, /ulertieu Janu S)
1. How much milk will you produce? How much will you st.ll on the market or
give away?
2. Will you sell any animals? Which species and how many of each species?
3. Will you sell or give away any organic maniuc Which type and how mut h ot
4. Will you sell food that was stored* Which type and how much*
Discuss differencesfrom the previous season/year and why thefarmer plans
these changes.
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Interview form 7
Analysis of the p l a n n i n g m a p
Analysis of the planning map and discussion about improvements
compared to the initial RFM
- What do you see as the major changes you intend to make, compared with
how you used to manage soil fertility on your farm? (shown on the initial RFM;
- What do you think about the improvements?
Discuss the following issues as they seem relevant to the plan. Try to understand
why the fanner intends to use specific practices, and how the farmer's
knowledge has improved.
1. Cultural crop practices:
* crop rotation; food crops versus cash crops (high value cash crops), i las
she/he planned major changes in crop rotation compared to previous years?
Why did she/he plan these changes? What about marketing the cash crops?
* does she/he intend to cultivate more or less land than the previous season or
year" Why?
* does she/he intend to put land under improved tallow* V.Ti> has she he
planned improved fallow on that particular field and not on another field?
What does she/he expect from this?
2. Use of crop residues:
- how does the fanner intend to change the way she/he uses crop residues?
- how will she/he manage these changes, taking account of the a\ailahuilv ot
labour/transport; gender issues, etc?
3- Production of organic fertiliser:
* which new types of manure, compost or biomass does the t.inner inrend to
produce' V.hat arc the possible constraints (laboui cattle, mono) and how
will she-he sul\c them'
i I sc ol miner il and org inic fertiliser
• what docs she he intend to tn out' VI here does she he plan to do it and
what results does she/he expect'
* why will she he irv this out on one particular field (and crop) and not on
• what JIC the possibh constraints'
5 Soil conservation and agro-forestry:
* w Inch major measures has the tanner plantu d' w hat sort oí aiea w ill be
affected by these measures?
• what are the possible constraints?
6 I.hestnck feeding
• what major changes in livestock feeding has the farmer planned'
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Example
A planning map

Legend
Farm elements
Cattle pen
Poultry house
Waste heap L2]
Grain store
Compost pit

O

Crops
Sorghum
Cotton
Maize
Millet
Groundnut
Dolichos lablab
Fallow
<p

1
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Flows
(C: donkey cart; T: ton; b: 50 kg bag)
Stubble grazing
Burning
^
^
Termites
Residues for litter or composting
»
Organic fertiliser
»
Ashes and sweepings
~*"" »
Urea
-----•*Cotton fertiliser
Cereals fertiliser
Grasses
Salts
r

Others
Soil erosion
Stone lines

t

////////
xxxxx
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Interpretation of the planning map
The farmer intends to increase resource recycling between farm components. He plans to
transport half of the cotton residues (10 donkey cart loads) as litter for use in the kraal.
Since he has 2 cows, this is more than 60% of the recommended rate of 8 donkey cart
loads per cow. The farmer does not own a cart and to limit the need for transport he
intends to install a compost pit near the field and compost the 5 cart loads of cotton
stalks, together with half of the maize stalks (20 cart loads). As a result, losses from
burning will be considerably reduced, and the quantity of organic fertiliser production
increased. The farmer hopes to produce 15 carts of manure, which is close to the
optimum rate of 10 carts per cow. Together with organic household waste and compost,
the farmer aims to apply 30 carts of organic manure to the 2 hectare cotton field. This is
about half of the recommended dose. The farmer intends to clear a part of the fallow land
to grow groundnuts. He also plans to experiment with a new crop association: maize with
Dolicbos lablab. The objective is to produce good quality fodder without significant loss
in maize grain production. The farmer further plans to install a contour bund, up-hill from
the eroded patch, and to practice contour farming downhill from the bund.
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Recording forms Tool 8 / Tool 11
Planning map/map of implemented activities: note to the user

Most of the entries in the recording forms for Tool 8 can be filled in based on the planning
map. Later in the process the planning map will be updated to provide an overview of
implemented activities and so elaborate a map of implemented activities (Tool 11). Using
this map of implemented activities , you can come back and finish filling in the recording
forms below, showing for example which of the planned activities have been put into
practice. However, before you start filling in the recording forms for Tool 8, you will need
to update general data FORM C. For more information, see Tool 6, 'Note to the user'.
Form l a General farm data
Name of village
Season covered by the planning map
Date of the planning map

Farm number*

|

b

Facilitators
Planning map
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members
Household members present
Planning map

Date of the map of
implemented activities
Map of implemented activities

Map of implemented activities

a. Use the farm number generated by the ResourceKTT software when you store data from the resource flow map in the
database
b. Season corresponds to the season for which the farmer is planning the new crops
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Form l b Basic elements of the farm
Number present

8

Additional
number planned

b

1. Size of household
Children
Men
Women
2. Active household members
Children
Men
.
Women
3. Hired labour
Number x months
... x...
4. Off-farm employment
Number on other enterprises
Number on other farms
Proportion of farm income
5. Means of transport

... x...

Additional number
implemented'

... x...

6. Agricultural equipment

a. 'Number present' refers to data from last seasons' map
b. 'Number planned' refers to data from the current planning map
c. 'Actual additional number' refers to data from the map of implemented activities
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a. For the software, you mustfillin at least one of the four crop columns for each field/plot
b. For single cropping, the rank number is always 1; for crop associations the major crop comes first (1), followed by the
associated crops (2,3,..)
c. When filling In for the planning map, write in the current season (e.g. 'SR 2000' at the top of the column
d. When filling in for the planning map,fillin the planned season at the top of the column
e. The last column is to befilledin using the map of implemented activities
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Form 3 livestock and household elements
Livestock system
No.
No.
Management
No.
1. Local cattle
No.
No.
practices"
planned implepresent planned" implemented
mented
Bullocks
Grazing on crop
residues in field
Grazing cattle
Grazing on own
,.
JrMow/pasture
Kraals
Grazing on other
fallow/pasture
Manure heaps
On common pasture
On transhumance
Number present
Number planned
Number implemented
2. Graded cattle
Zero grazing cattle
Manure heap
3. Sheep/ Goats
Sheep/goat
Kraals
Manure heaps
4. Pigs
Pigs
Kraals
Manure heaps
5. Chicken
Chicken
Huts
Manure heaps
6. Other, livestock
1

c

h

h

7. Other livestock elements
Feed stores
Household system
8. Homestead elements
Compost pits
Food stores
Waste heaps
a. 'Number present' refers to data from last seasons' map
b. 'Number planned' refers to data from the current planning map
c. 'Number implemented' refers to data from the map of implemented activities
d. See General data FORM A, Detailed Tool 6.
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Form 4a Outputs from fields: Last season's annual and perennial crop production
Fill in Form 4a only for the map of implemented activities (Tool 11)!
Estinrated quantity
Field no. Plot no. Crop
Number
Destination
Unit
of units
(local or kg)

Form 4b Outputs from fields: use of last simason's crop residues
Estimated quantity
Field no. Plot no. Crop Destination of 1 Percentage
No. of Unit
Implecrop residue
(%) of total
units
(local mented
residue
or kg) (yes/no)

Field no. Plot no.
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Type of fertiliser

Source

Estirnated quaLntJty
ImpleNo. of Unit
(local mented
units
or kg) (yes/no)
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Form 6a External Inputs to farm elements other than fields
Destination

Type of input

Source

Estimated quan tity
Number Unit
Impleof units
(local
mented
or kg)
(yes/no)

Form 6b Livestock or household products leaving the farm
Source

9 4

Type of output

Destination

Estimated quan tity
Number Unit
Impleof units
(local
mented
or kg)
(yes/no)
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Form 7 .VnalysLs of planning map and map of implemented activities
This analysis of the map and of alternative soil fertility management practices should be
filled in for each type of soil and each filed type.
Crop management practices
Crop rotation
Food crops versus cash crops
Fallow; improved fallow
Downhill ploughing
Improvements in comparison to initial diagnostic RFM

Differences between planning and implementation

Use of crop residues
Type of use
Quantity
Labour/transport constraints
Gender issues
Improvements in comparison to initial diagnostic RFM

Differences between planning and implementation

Production and use of organic fertiliser
Type
Quantity
Use in relation to soil types,fieldtypes, and type of crop (food/cash)
Labour / transport constraints
Quality of organic fertiliser
^JS^^S^^J^LSSSSS^^^SIS.
Improvements compared to initial diagnostic RFM

Differences between planning and implementation
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Use of mineral fertiliser
Types and quantities in relation to soil types, field types, and type of crop (food/cash)
P-deficiency?
Availability; financial constraints; credit facilities
Improvements compared to initial diagnostic RFM

Differences between planning and implementation

Soil conservation and agro-forestry
Type and importance of activity
Constraints
Combination with fertiliser management
Improvements compared to initial diagnostic RFM

Differences between planning and implementation
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Detailed Tool 9
The experiment design meeting
Objectives
• To assist farmers in clearly defining objectives and hypotheses for their
experiment(s).
i
• To help farmers improve design, monitoring and evaluation of experiment(s)
they intend to implement.
• To joindy agree on procedures for designing and monitoring experiment(s),
and on the role of the PLAR team and the farmers.
• To agree on times and venues for setting up the experiment(s).
a

a. In principle the experiment design meeting concerns 1 single experiment; however, in case of simple
experiments, a meeting might cover two or more experiments

Expected outputs
• Clarification of farmers' objectives and ideas ion designing, monitoring and
evaluating experiments.
• An agreed procedure for setting up experiments, and clarification of the
PLAR team's role.
• Agreement on times and venues for field demonstrations.
Participants
• All experimenting farmers: test and other interested farmers.
• All PLAR team members.
Preparations required
List the farmers in each relevant farm class.
List the experiments planned by test farmers.
Flip charts showing the cropping cycle(s) and timetable of the planned
experiments.
Pre-established procedure and interview forms.
Pre-established recordingforms.
Materials required
Flip chart paper.
Coloured pens.
Time required
Two to three hours.
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1 Choose and prepare a suitable' venue for the meeting to design
2 Introduce the PIAR team and 'test' and other farmi rs
•S F\pLun the objectives of the experiment design meeting, the expected
outputs and the methodology
i Present the list of experiments that cspenmc ntmg fanners plan to
implement (asfinalisedduring the concluding meeting of the Planning
5 Identify larmers' views on the objective s and design of the expcnment(s),
and discuss ways of improving experimental design (see Interview forms la
6 Idcntift farmers' views on monitoring and evaluating the expenmcnt(s), and
discuss wavs of improving monitonng and evaluation (see hitcriiew forms
"

Discuss procedures tor setting up and monitonng experiments, c larify the
roles and responsibilities of the PI .Ml team and the farmers, and draw up a
schedule for regular meetings andfieldvisits

Interview form l a
Objectives, hypotheses a n d design of experini- nti .
Farmers' views
Decide on the experiment's objectives
• VPliv do vou want to try out the new practice'
• What is the aim of the new practice'
• What do you think you can learnfromtrying out this new practiced
Formulate the hypotheses underlying the experiment
• What are your cxpec tatinns of the experiment'
• Say what you want from the experiment in an 'if.. thenstatement (e g if
1 do this practice, then I will observe or obtain this result).
Find out how farmers propose to try out the new practice
• Can vou describe the new practice what, when. how. who?
• How will the new practice fit into your current management practices?
• Given the hypotheses.
- what are the treatments you want to compare'
- which factors are involved*
- what are the different levels of the factor(s) ynu want to test'
• Which current practice do you want to compare the new practice with'
• How and where do you want to set up the experiment?
• What materials and conditions are required to implement the experiment
fsuch as lah<mr kind, money, other resources)'
• wh r ire the pu sible constraints on this experiment?
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Interview form 1 b
The PLAR team's criteria for ' g o o d ' experimental design
The PLAR team should suggest criteria tor a well-designed experiment
these should al/ou participants to
• compare the results obtained hv different tanners and to use the
comparisons to increase farmers' learning capacity and knowledge,
• use statistical anahsis to draw conclusions about the cfh enveness of the new
• convince other tanners to start similar expenmcnts,
• use the c\pcnmc nts to demonstrate the vahditv ol larmcrs experimentation
to other stakeholders, such as researchers, extension workers and policv
After discussing farmers' views on experimental design
jjjl|§jjp§|i^^
• the type and number of treatments- the type(s) of treatment is defined by the hypotheses underhing the
experiment (give examples),
- the composition of the treatment is determined by the number ol lactors
and the levels of each factor Ideally there should be no more than lour
treatments the fewer the better Lse examples to explain what factors and
levels are, and show how one treatment ma> include a sequence ut linked
•
-

site specification Sites must berepresentative - they should be similar to the farm-,
uniform in soil and crop history;
accessible during the rainy season;
protected from theft, animals, soil loss (except for soil conservation tests),
and other disturbances
• the si/e of the experimental plot depends on the purpose of the experiment
- consider labour requirements and availabiUtv, and an) risk involved
- larger plots will yield more precise information and will be more
repicse-ntative of the 'real' situation,
- individual plots should he at Least 30 m long and 10 m wide tor experiments
on soil conservation, and at Least 20 x 10 metres for fertiliser experiments,
such as improved tallow
• borders and border effects
- no specific borders arc to be left around the experimental plots;
- the* outer 0 9m ol each plot will not he used for data collection or at harvest
• control plot, to allow participants to compare old and new methods, field
expenmcnts should include a plot managed according to the farmer's
• demarcate and separate the plots The farmer should decide on specific
signs objects (c g sticks) to demarcate specific treatments
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Interview form l b (continued)
• non-experimental variables:
- farmers should decide on all the operations and management practices that
are not part of specific treatments;
- all the plots relating to a particular experiment should be managed in the
same way.
• replications:
- there is no need for replication on the same farm;
- at least 13 farms should implement the same trial. Explain the statistical
reasons for this.

oo
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Interview form 2 a
Monitoring a n d evaluating experiments: f a r m e r s ' views
Decide on the criteria or indicators of success, taking the hypotheses
underlying the experiment into consideration
• What are the potential benefits or indicators oi good performance for the
new practice, such as- crop development, plant si/e, yield, protection from erosion, etc,
- reduced labour requirements,
- lower costs;
- increased income,
- other benefits
• What arc the potential constraints or indicators ol poor performance von
want to measure, such as
- increased labour requirements, the need for more money, knowledge, or
other resources;
- increased risk;
- other potential constraints.
• w hat .ire the (actors that may influence theperfotnuime of tin m w practici,
-

environmental factors, e g. climate or soil t> pc
management practices.

Think about how to observe, measure and register the information
• How are you going to observe whether the technology \uu air. testing
performs poorly or well'
- how often will you observe the expenment''
- will ianncrs observe their experiments individual]} or in groups'
- whi n will the cxpenmt nts be observed - at the beginning middle or (nd?
- will meetings or lit Id VISILS be uigamscd to exchange and share icsulrs*
• (low are you going to measure the indicators ol pci lormance, such as c rop
development, plant size, yield, labour requirements, use of resources such
as inoncv or I thour" I his could he done bv
- counting individual uiuts sue h as plants
- using local units of mcasuirmcnt for volume
- using weighing scales
• J low an- you going to registering information''1 here ait* several vvavs of

iMJijj^^
-

each lannci take s notes on ilicir own experiments)
the sccictary of the I S 1 M committee records information during meetings

-

uiehviduals use notebooks to record field layout and quantitative
information, and to note the management prat tic es the v use
I<ii mers agree on a seiic s of s\ mbols to i e coi d phenomi n.i

-
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Interview form 2b
Additional points to be considered by the PLAR t< a m
It is important to carefully monitor and evaluate experiments!
ibis will:
• help participants learn from the experiments;
• help facilitate analysis and interpretation of the experiments, 'there is a need

fillip^

- observe what is going on in the experiment;
- measure the results obtained;
- register the information;
- assemble the information obtained from individual farmers;
- compare results and analyse cause-and-cffei ts
- draw conclusions.
• help farmers to plan activities more effectively in the future
Discuss the following Issues with formers
• What should be monitored:
- information related to how the new practice or technology performs. 'J'his
should be based on farmers' indicators for success such as plant growth, leaf
colour, crop development, or yield;
- data related to factors that arc likely to influence the technology's
. performance. These include environmental variables (such as soil types,
climate, pest infestation, etc.), and management practices (such as land
preparation, fertiliser application, etc.);
- socio-economic data that might influence whether farmers adopt the new
practice or not. This includes input costs and produce prices, and farmers'
access to resources (amount of land, available labour, etc.) and markets;
- farmers'preferences for any of the new practices or technologies, and their
reasons for adopting or rejecting them.
• How should monitoring be done?
- by measuring the indicators. Explain the different uses of quantitative and
qualitative data, and how to compare treatments by scaring or ranking;
- by recording in notebooks and on pre-established recording forms.
• Who is responsible for monitoring?
- agree on what the individual test farmer, the secretary of the ISFM
committeea for ISFM and the PLAR team are responsible for measuring and
recording;
- discuss information management: this covers collating, tabulating and
analysing data, calculating averages, making adaptability analyses,
investigating cause and effect, and doing economic analyses (cost-benefit,
marginal rate of return etc.). The PLAR team is mainly responsible for this,
but they must ensure that the results are accessible to the farmers;
- the PLAR team is responsible for presenting the analysed data;
- thefindingsshould be discussed by the farmers and PLAR team.
a. Testfiumersmay havefiarmeda village committee for Integrated soil fertility management (see 'textbook,
Chapter 6)
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Recording forms Tool 9
The experiment design meeting

General data
Village
Location of the community:'
•

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a Commune, division, district, etc.

The objectives, expected outputs and methodology of the planning meeting

Farmers' comments

List of experiments to be carried out
Farm class:
Experiment 1
Test farmers
1....
2....

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Otherfarmersin the same class
2....
Farmers' comments
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Cropping calendar and timetable for experiments
Jan

Feb

Major agricultural activities
Land preparation

Mar

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

N O T Dec

Jan

Experiments
Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Farmers' comments

Farmers' views on experimental dcslgn
Objective(s) of the planned experiment

Hypotheses underlying the experiment

Farmers' ideas about how to try out the new practice

Additioual points for PLAK team to consider in designing experiments
Why it is important to design experiments properly

The major elements of 'proper' experimental design discussed with farmers
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Farmers' views on monitoring and evaluating experiments
Criteria or indicators for success

How to observe, measure and register information

PLAR. team's arguments for 'properly' monitoring and evaluating experiments
Reasons why it is important to properly monitor and evaluate experiments

Main elements of monitoring covered in group discussion
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Detailed Tool 10
Monitoring experiments and
organising field visits
Objectives
• To measure the indicators agreed during the experiment design nice Hug
• Tfo record monitoring data.
. .
• To explain the results/effects of the practices tested, and to look tor tnrtoi s
related to performance,
• To exchange information on observed phenomena.
• To discuss the data collected.
• To increase farmers' confidence in experimenting and in monitoring data
Expected outputs
•
•
•
•
•

Recorded data.
Analysis of the data, establishing relationships between causes and effects.
Farmers exchange views and share knowledge.
Discussion of experimental data.
Improvement in farmers' confidence in experimenting and monitoring

Participants
• All experimenting farmers: test and other farmers.
• PLAR team members.
Preparations required
•
•
•
•

Data recording forms.
Procedures for analysing data.
Pre-established procedure and interview forms.
Pre-established recordingforms.

Materials required
• Flip chart paper.
• Coloured pens.
Time required
• Mocks of half an hour to two hours several times during the
Experimentation Phase.
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Procedure"
rjit monitoring h( Id visit is nidiulv organised tor the rrsr taimers but other
farmers should also be invited to |oin them
1 \t least one week be tore the visit select a test lainiei in be the host
2 Introduce the host, 'test' and other farmers, and the PI AR team to each
other Make lr c Icar lh.it evervhodv is invited to take note s n( the meeting,
but that the sec rc tarv of the IM M committee of i ac h firm i lass will he
expected to report on the lindmgs of the visit and should the refore take
3 Explain the objectives (xpee ted outputs and melhodologv of ihi visit
* I xplain the host fanner s plans using his hei planning map
5 Lake the gioup to the host s cxprrimcnt.il silc*(s) (as indicated on the
planning map)
6 I ouk at the t xpe rim< m(s) get the farmers to disruss vvhai tlicv observe
(soils crop performance management practices, etc ) sic interview form I
~ I ist indicators that t.irmcis planned to monitor (see tool'))
8 Find out what farmers know about these indicators see interview form 2
) I ac ilitatc discussion and analysis of cause and effects relate t m ironmental
factors and management practices to perlonn.iiice
10 Rank the i xpenmc ni.il tic aluicnis (during rhe c \pc i imi nt and once it is
completed) sic interneti form J
11 Recoid information in note hooks or on pre-set recording tonus
12 Summarise what was observe d and discussed during the visit
13 Set a date for the next visit
l

i

UILSL

die genital procedural guidelines as each field usit and or monitoring nsll will bi slight!) different

Interview form 1
O b s e r v i n g experiments
Encourage farmers to observe the plots, soil, plants, and annuals and discuss
what they have seen. If the discussion does not take off of its own accord, use
this checklist as a prompt.
1. Which type of soil do you find here?
2. Is the experiment laid out on one type of soil or on different types of soil?
3. Is the experimental plot representative of the area? Explain why you think it
is or is not representative: think about soil type, catena, size of the plot, etc.
4. Are there any signs of erosion?
5. Have any measures to control erosion been implemented*
6. What do you think about the crop performance on the experimental field
compared to other fields in the area* If there are differences in performance,
explain why you think they occurred.
7. What do you think about the way the crop has been managed? Think about
land preparation, sowing fertiliser application, weeding, etc
8. Were any specific resources required to implement the experiment'
1
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Interview form 2
Information about indicators of success
General questions are suggested below; specific questions about the success of
each experiment will depend on the indicators that were proposed during the
meeting to discuss experimental design (see Tool 9).
1. Are there any differences in how the different treatments perform?
• if so, how do you observe these differences? (plant colour, plant size, soil
colour, soil texture, erosion gullies, etc.)
• can you qualify or quantity the differences?
• please record the differences in your notebook.
2. What are the major factors influencing the differences in performance?
• are these differences related to the environment? Are there differences in soil
type, position in the landscape, erosion, pest infestation, etc?
• are these differences related to the way the farmer manages the
crops/animals (land preparation, sowing, weeding, feeding, fertiliser
application, crop varieties, etc.)?
• can you qualify or quantify these factors?
—
• please record them in your notebook.
3- Which specific resources were used to implement the experiment?
• were different resources needed for the different treatments?
• which treatment requires more time, labour, inputs, etc.?
• do you think you will have any problems obtaining these resources on a
larger scale for general implementation of the treatment?
• if a new crop or product is involved, do you think YOU will have any difficulty
marketing it?
• can you qualify or quantify the resources you need?
• please record them in your notebook.
1
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Interview form 3
R a n k i n g treatments
The ranking exercise should be done at least once during the course of the
experiment (for crops this would be around the middle of the growing period,
when, differences in the performance of the treatments becomes apparent), and
once just after the experiment is completed. This exercise can be done in
groups or individually, by each participating farmer. The exercise consists of
prioritising all possible pairs of treatments (the number of pairs depends on the
number of treatments).
1. Can you make comparisons about how the different treatments perform?
* take the first treatment and compare it to the second one:
- which one do you prefer?
- why do you prefer it?
• take the first treatment and compare it to the third treatment:
- which one do yon prefer?
- why do you prefer it?
After the first treatment has been compared to all other treatments, repeat the
process with each of the remaining treatments, comparing them to all the
others.
2. Note how often each treatment is selected asfirstchoice.
3. Present the totalfiguresto the group of farmers and discuss them.
Interview form 4
Recording information
1. Farmers are encouraged to record information from their experiments in
their notebooks. This may include information on how the experiment is
laid out and managed; information on crop performance in terms of plant
growth and colour, pest damage, and crop yields can also be noted. The
information recorded by farmers will mainly be qualitative.
2. The PLAR team will also have to record data, and should visit each site
regularly, noting their observations on a pre-set monitoring form. I his form
should be designed on the basis of discussions about monitoring during the
experiment oesign meeting (see Tool 9). The type of data recorded will
depend nor only on the objective of the experiment, but also on the PI All
team's interests and agenda This information is generally quantitative,
related to
• of the experimenting farmer,
• thi fit Id plot,
• the lay-out and management of the experiment,
• crop development and performance;
• socio-economic factors that influence performance, such as farmer's access
to .tnd comiol over resources, or their use of inputs.
An example o( a. preset recording form is given on the last page of Tool 10.
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Recording forms Tool 10
Monitoring experiments and organising field visits

neral data
Village
Location of the community:'

Date: (month/day/year)
Number of participants: women:
Principal facilitator
Reporters
Team members

men:

a Commune, division, district, etc.

Objectives, expected outputs, and methodology of monitoring, field visit

Farmers' comments

no
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General observations and information exchanged hy farmers
Soils

Environmental phenomena

Crop performance; differences in how treatments performed

Management practices

Specific resources required to implement the experiment

Data on indicators for success agreed during meeting on experimental design
Crop performance (plant size, animal weight, quantity/quality offertilisers,etc.)

Environmental factors that might have influenced crop performance (soil type, rainfall,
hailstorm, etc.)

Management practices that might have influenced crop performance (land preparation,
weeding, etc.)

Socio-economic data (input costs, price of produce, access to resources, etc.)
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Paired, ranking of treatments
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3
Treatment 4:
Treatment 1
versus Treatment 2
Treatment 1
versus Treatment 3
Treatment 1
versus Treatment 4
Treatment 2
versus Treatment 3
Treatment 2
versus Treatment 4
Treatment 3
versus Treatment 4

112

Treatment 1

Preferred treatments
Treatment 2
Treatment 3

Treatment 4

Reasons for choices
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Pre-sct recording form
A specific recording form will need to be developed for each trial. An example is given
below.
The experimenting farmer
Age
Education
Sex
Farm class
The field/plot
Soil type(s)
Erosion
Status
Layout and management of the experiment
Indicators
Treatment 1
Plot size
Land préparation
Planting date (s)
Fertiliser application(s)
weeding(s)
Chemical pest/weed control
Crop development and performance
Indicators
Treatment 1
Plant density
Pest infestation
Weed infestation
Crop damage

Treatment 2

Treatment 2

...

Socio-economic data
Price of input(s)
Price of produce
Daily wage
Transport costs
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Detailed Tool 11
The map of implemented activities
Objectives
• 'lb show and evaluate the activities planned and implemented by each
farmer
• To discuss differences between what was planned and what was actually
achieved.
• To analyse changes and progress in managing soil fertility in comparison to
the previous season.
Expected outputs
* An amended planning map representing what ihe farmer lias actual!) done,
showing:'
- all major farm inputs and outputs and flows between dtslint t sub-systems
related to soil fertility management;
- experiments that die farmer has carried out or is cun c nil) undertaking
J Activities related to crop production, the use of the previous season s crop residues, ^nd inputs used on
crops lurrcndy In the field are- evaluated Where then? arc two cropping seasons i vt-ir rhi-si arntilii s mini m
less coincide with a period of six months Where mere is only one crop per year, the evaluation covers a 12
month period

Participant*
* Household members: the head of the household and (if head is male) his
wife or wives, plus one or two members ol the household vwirklorie
• 'Iwo I'l \K team memlvrs
Pu peu citions required
•
•
•
•

A list of standardised symbols developed with Ijnncrs (as used lorihi M-M)
I'lV-eslablishvd procedure and interview forms.
The lecordnifi forms used earlier for the planning map (see loot 8)
Inform the head of the household about the date and tunc of the meeting,
and its objectives.

Materials required
' Farmer's planning map
• Coloured pens.
• A list of symbols.
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Time required
One LCI two hours
Piocecluie
1 Meet the I innci at the homcsrc id and introduce die- PL \Rn im to memhers
of the household
2 1 xplain the objectives of drawing the map, how it w ill be done and the
expected outputs 3 Make a short toui of the farm and \isit new developments and 'field tests
sec internet! jot in I
•* I sc the planning imp to choose a suitable place to do the evaluation (this
could be somewhere near the hoiiicsrc id)' Make sure that the house hold
head and male and lemak membe rs of the woi k force arc pre si nr
5 I land out the malt-rials (paper coloured pens svmbuls) and ask the fannei
to hnellv cxpl mi his he r planning map
6 Show the ne wfiiIds and crops iniroduccd m the 1 u mcr and e omp ire the m
to the initial plan sec interi leu Jttrtn 2
7 Draw any new eleine nts of the household and livestock svstem that have
heen setup (such as food stocks, waste heaps animals manure hcajis,
eoiupost pits, etc ) and compare to the plan, sec mien lew form.J
8 Show how ciop outputs last season s crop produce and crop u sidues and
pctcnnial ciop produce and crop icsidues have heen used compared to rhe
plan, see mien leu fonti t
9 Jdrrmfv and show how fertilise is have been usi d on current and perennial
eiopi and compare lu the pi in SL I mtc-ti ieu f^rrn 5
10 Idc ntilv and draw other inputs and uuqiuts from the faim thaL relate to the
household and aiumal pniducrion svstcms compared to the plan, see
interview fonm (>a and 6b
11 ( oinpare w hat lias he e n done with the initial H source flow map and the
planned management practices see-mtentcu foim ~
\l this, point the implemented activities should he added to the planning map
(tool ft) that u a\ made earllei 1 orm ia it ill he t ompletedfin the first time
Other recording forms hai e columns u here yon can note u Inch activities were
implemented and so forth
A Whi IL. then, is only one cropping season per year the activities relate to a whole year: where there- arc two
i topping si isnn i VIJT tin u iivirli-s n l in to s i \ inunths

DETAILED TOOL 1 1
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Interview form 1
Visiting the farm fields
During the field visit, the team members, head of household and .it Live (ami
members tour the most important fields to review the major changes
implemented by the farmer

Use recordingform la,fillingin names of participating household members
and so forth Then use recording form lb

1 Have then been anv changes in the composition of \our lamilv 01 in the
number of taimtv members working on the larm ovct the lasi six months or
2
3
•
•
•
•i

Have you taken on any hired labour in the last six months or year? It so, how
mam people, and tor how many dais did \ou hire each person"
Did am one in vour family work off the farm over the last six months or year'
how mam workc d on other farms'
how mam worked in activities unrclatc d to farming"
what piopnrnon of your income comes from off-tarm earnings'
Have vou hought am new means of transport (.donkey cart tractor) or otht r
agricultural equipment (plough, seedrr, wet-der) in the last six months or

li^i^yj^MliiM^^^^^^^^^hw^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^W
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Interview form 2
C h a n g e s in field inventory a n d field a n d crop m a n a g e m e n t
Inventory of fields
1 Briefly explain the planning map and indicate the boundaries of the farm
and the plots inside each field.
2. Did you manage to cultivate all the fields/plots that you planned to cultivate?
Try to understand the reasons for any differences between planned and
implemented activities.
3•
•
•
•

Did you cultivate any fields/plots that are not .shown on the map' If you did
draw their boundaries;
note whether these fields/plots are rented or borrowed;
give each field/plot a number;
estimate its area;

• indicate its soil type.
Try to understand H ilY this is differentfrom the planning map.
Field and crop management
1 Liking c ,u h individual plot oi eat h field indu ate w hether the crops or crop
associations (annual or perennial) vou planned to cultivate wcic actuallv
planted If they were not
• cross out tiic svnihol on the map
• draw a new svmbol to show the ciop vou did plant
\ote how the farmer rotates the crops, and try to understand u by s,he uses
this particular totation
2 Which soil conservation measures have you been able to tarry out'
• are they shown on vnur planning map' 11 thev are not puL them in
• cross out the svmbnls rcpiesenling soil const i vation measures you planned
hut were unable to implement

DETAILED TOOL
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Interview form 3
C h a n g e s in the m a n a g e m e n t of livestock a n d the homestead"
1. Did you implement all the changes in livestock and homestead management
that you planned?
2. How many head of the local breed of cattle have you acquired in the last six
months or year?"
• list the graying practices: on crop residue, on own fallow/pasture land, on
neighbouring farmers' fallow/pasture, on common pasture, or by
transhumance; for each practice indicate the number of animals involved
and how many months the practice lasts (in principle the total number of
months for all the practices should be 12);
• where did you set up new kraals and manure heaps?
3- How many new graded cattle have you acquired in the last six months or
.: year?
• show where you set up new stables and manure heaps.
4. How many new sheep/goats have you acquired in the last six months or
year?
• where did you set up new kraals and manure heaps?
5. How many new pigs have you acquired in the last six months or year?
• show where you set up new kraals and manure heaps.
6. How many new chickens have you acquired in the last six months or year?
• show where you put in new chicken runs and manure heaps.
7. Where have you established new places to store your food?
8. Where have you established new places to store animal feed?
9. Where have you set up new rubbish heaps or compost pits? Are they near
the fields or the homestead?
If a planned activity was not implemented the farmer should cross il off the
map; ifs/be carried out an activity that was not planned it should be noted on
the map with the appropriate symbol.
Note any differences between what was planned and what was actually
achieved, and try to understand the reasons for these differences.
a The evaluation rubles to the previous season, which will cover a six month period where theic are two
cropping seasons a year, and 12 months where there is only one crop per year
b If possible indicate whether these were cows, heifers, bullocks, oxen, bulls or calves

8
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Interview form 4
Outputs from fields
Last season's crop production"
Distinguish between:
• plots on which seasonal crops are grown; and
• plots or field boundaries on which perennial crops such as bananas, trees,
fodder species, etc are grown.
The farmer should be asked to describe the size of the harvcsi in leu J units, and
use arrows to show the flows. The arrows start in the ficld-ploi and end at the
flow's destination, e.g. food storage or a market (in mc latter cast, it leaves the
farm). The estimated cjuantities should be put in over the arrows
Last season's crop residues
• Distinguish between seasonal and perennial crops, as above
• Hit laimi rshould go duoiich all ufihc prmous season s <rops ,ind indicate
whether the crop residues were used acccji ding to ihe plan (lm toddci
litter, grazing etc ), and whether the estimates of th< relative pi oporiions
used were fairly accurate or not (Do not forget thai die pi oportious should
add up to 100%)
Note when a oft residue* are left in the field, we speak oj an internal field

a For annual crops tbe Output cove rs the last cropping season s lrtrvest For perennial crops the output
relates 10 the last 6 months' production, and there Is no distinction between cropping seasnns When there
are 2 cropping seasons a Year we are only interested In the previous season s crop pioducilnn, winch will
more or less covei the previous 6 months per^. nmat crop products are also taken for tlu last 6 months Where
there is onlj one crop a vear the list cropping season will co\er a whotr v< ar and p< u nntai erop production
is also estim tied foi the whole >ear

I ast season's crop production
1
•
•
•
2

tor each crop of every field/plot:
how much did you harvest from last season s crop'
where did vuu take the harvest'
show this on the map with arrows and write tiic amount over the ainrns
Perennial crops (bananas, trees, fodder species, houndaru s with grass

• how much have vou harvested in either tltc last su or the past 12 months'
(sec footnote a)
• w here did vou t.ike the harvest'
• show this on rlie- map with arrows, and write the amount over the arrows

DETAILED TOOL
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Interview form 4 (continued)
Changes in the use of last season's crop residues
1.
•
•
2.
•
•

Were the destinations the same as those in the plan? If not:
cross out the arrows for theflowsthat did not happen;
draw new arrows to indicate the actual flows,
Were the proportions (percentages) the same as those in the plan' If not:
cross out the planned percentages;
put in the actual percentages (make sure that all the percentages lor each
crop add up to 100).
3. How much crop residue did you transport? Put the quantities over the
arrows.
Discuss differences between what was planned and what wa\ implemented,
and differences from the initial RFM.
Interview form 5
C h a n g e s of inputs into fields

1Ë
fl

s

i1!
i
Hows nie

These inputs relate to fertiliser applied to crops currently in ihc field
shown by arrows which start at the source (compost pu, kraal or ft niliser
market) and end where the fertiliser is used (the field/plot) 1 lu quanniies an.
noted in local units ahove the arrow
Changes in fertilisation of crops

1. For each plot, including the farm yard:
• were the sources and quantities of organic fi rulisc r used rhc same as in the
*
-

cross oui the arrows tor ihc flows that did nui happendraw in new arrows to show the actual flow.
noic thi quantities above Ihc arrows
did vim usi ihc mine nl fertilisers th u vou planned to usi' 11 not
cross OUL the arrows lor the flows that did not happen,
draw in new arrows to show the actual flows;
note the quantities above the an ows
2. Lor perennial crops such as bananas trees. Napier giass etc. identify the
inputs used by the farmer over die last six months or year

l)i*t.w>sain dlfferemes hetueen what »rf.s planned and what uasattital/i
done, in comparison u ith the original Rl'W
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Interview form 6
C h a n g e s in external inputs a n d outputs other than to a n d
from the fields
External inputs used on the farm for elements other than fields include feed lor
animals from external sources: additions/amendments to manure and rubbish,
purchased food etc Farm outputs related to the other farm elements include
sales of milk/meat from livestock, sales of organic fertiliser produced on the
farm, sales of food etc
Changes in external inputs in the household and a n i m a l production
systems over the last six months or year
I
•
•
2.
•
•
3
•
•
4,
•
•
7

W

I Jicl vou buy animal feed iccording to your plan If not
cross out the arrows for the flows which did not happen,
show the actual flow with an arrow, and note the quantitv over the ariow
Did you lollowyour plan to use grasses or other biomuss Imm outside tin
farm to improve organic fertilisers produced on the latin' II not
cross out the arrows tor the flows which did no happe n
show the actual flow with an arrow, and note the quantitv over the arrow
Did you follow youi plan to use mineral fertilisers to improve ihe organic
lerulisers produced on the farm? If not
cioss out the arrow lor the flows w hu h did not happen
show the actual flow with an arrow, and note the quantitv over the arrow
Did you buy food fur human consumption at c circling to youi plan' If not
cross out the arrow s lor the flows which did not happen.
show the actual How with an arrow and note the quantm over the arrow
7

H

S

\

the dijjeiem.es betueen ubut it asplanned what uas atbieied and

Changes ui outputs from the household and animal production systems
over the last six months or year
I Mow much milk did you produce' How much did you sell on the market or
1

Did you sell any animals' If vou did, which species and how many of each

3

Did vou sell or give awav am organic manure' II so, which tvpes and how

i Did you sell any lood thai was sloicd' 11 so, which type and how much of
Discuss the differences between what was planned, what was achieved, and

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Interview form 7
Analysing c h a n g e s
Analysing differences between what was planned, what was implemented,
and the initial RFM
Discuss the following issues, and try to understand:
- the differences between what was planned and what was achieved, and the
reasons for any differences;
- the major changes implemented by the farmer, and whether his/her
knowledge oi soil fertility management has increased since the initial RFM
was drawn up. How does the farmer assess the improvements?
1. Cropping practices:
• crop rotation: food versus cash crops; changes in crop rotation; marketing
cash crops;
• does the farmer cultivate more or less land now?
• has the farmer put any land under improved fallow? If so, why has s/he
chosen this particular field?
2. Use of crop residues:
• are there any changes in the way the farmer uses crop residues?
• look at how the farmer manages crop residues, taking into account labour
and transport constraints and gender issues.
3. Production of organic fertiliser:
• does the farmer produce any new types of manure, compost or biomass?
• what are the constraints (labour, cattle, money) on production, and how
could they be overcome?
4. Use of mineral and organic fertiliser:
• what was tried out? What area was treated, and what docs the farmer expect
from the treatment?
• what arc the constraints on using more ol diese inputs, and how could they
be overcome?
5. Soil conservation and agro-forestry:
• what major measures have been implemented, and what sort of area is
affected by them?
• what arc the constraints and how could they be overcome?
6. Feeding livestock:
• what major changes has the farmer implemented in feeding hicstoi k'
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Example
M a p of implemented activities

Legend
Farm elements
Cattle pen
Poultry house
Waste heap
Grain store
Compost pit
O
Crops
Sorghum
Cotton
Maize
Millet
Groundnut
Dolichos lablab -4
Fallow
¥

1
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Flows
(C: donkey cart; T: ton; b: 50 kg bag)
Crop produce
Stubble grazing
Burning
Termites
Residues for litter
or composting
Organic fertiliser
Ashes and sweepings
Urea
Cotton fertiliser
Cereals fertiliser
Grasses
Salts

Others
Soil erosion
Stone lines

xxxxx

Not
implemented
Quantity
X
implemented ©
New flow
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Interpretation of the map of implemented activities
This map of implemented activities, when compared to the planning map presented in
Tool 8, shows that the farmer implemented most of his planned activities. However,
shortage of labour, due to the unplanned departure of family workers to the city, meant
that part of the fallow land could not be cleared. For the same reason, the farmer carried
out only half of the planned maize -Dolicbos lablab inter-cropping. Since maize cropping
is less time consuming than sorghum, the farmer replaced sorghum with maize. All
planned resource flows were achieved in terms of types and quantities.
Recording forms Tool 11
The map of inplemented activities

The recording forms for Tool 8 are to be used for Tool 11 as well. See 'note to the user' in
Tool 8.
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Section 2

User's Guide to the ResourceKIT
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Notes to the user
This section of the Resource Guide tells you how to use the ResourceKIT, the software
package on the CD-ROM (Part 4 of the Resource Guide). The ResourceKIT will enable you
to process the information gathered during the diagnostic, planning and evaluation
phases of PLAR. This is a step-by-step guide to entering data from the farm maps into the
database, analysing the information, and transferring it into nutrient flows and balances.
The ResourceKIT package was developed to work in conjunction with Microsoft Access 97.
You will therefore either need to install Microsoft 97 on your computer or to install the
run-time version of Microsoft Access 97, which is included on the ResourceKIT CD-ROM
(Part 4). Chapter 1: 'How to install the ResourceKIT' explains how to do this. The
designers of the software package would like to point out that the programme is neither
perfect, nor definitive. As a user, you can help us to pinpoint and solve problems by
sharing them with us and with other users. You can do this through the Frequendy Asked
Questions (FAQ) page on the KIT Internet web site (http:/Avww.kit.nl), or you can send
emails direct to KesourceKTT@KIT.NL When you have a problem with the ResourceKIT, a
'ResourceKIT error information' message may come up on your screen. If you click on
<Log message to nle> the information will be recorded in a file that you will find under:
programmefiles/ResourceKIT/ResourceKITerror file. If you email this file to us, we will do
our best to answer your questions. You will also be informed when the ResourceKIT is
updated, and be able to download any updates made to the programme.
The programme consists of four main units:
• data entry;
• data analysis;
• data presentation;
• data export.
The data entry unit
The data entry unit is linked to the field tools presented in Part 3, and in Section 1 of
Part 5 of the Resource Guide. These are Tool 6: the resource flow map (RFM), Tool 8: the
planning map, and Tool 11: the map of implemented activities. Once the farm maps have
been drawn and the accompanying recording forms are filled in, you can transfer data into
the database through the user-friendly windows of the data entry unit. The process is the
same for every type of map.
The layout of the data entry windows corresponds to the recording forms for the farm
maps, and they can be used in the same way. The General Data forms A, B and Cfor
Tool 6 contain information that should befiled in the windows that deal with general
information. These windows are listed below, and should befilled in first:
• the 'seasons' window;
• the Villages' window;
• the 'soil type' window;
• the 'farm field data' window.
Recording forms la through 6b correspond to the windows with the same name.
The database also contains information about the elements of the farm system (and its
sub-systems) and resourceflows.The ResourceKIT contains nutrient data on crops,
fertilisers and soil types. It is not always possible to change the items and elements listed
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by the ResourceKIT, but you can replace nutrient contents with your own values/figures
where appropriate, and add new items and elements.
The data analysis unit
This is where you select your options for analysis, and view and add data required for
analysis. These may be data derived from farm maps, or missing data on the nutrient
content of plant species,fertilisers,etc. Once entered, the data can be processed by a
single click on the < Process > button. Data processing mainly consists of transferring
resource flows into nutrient flows. For information on how to process data, see
Chapters 4 and 7 of the Textbook (Part 1 of the Resource Guide).
The data presentation unit
Once the results have been analysed, you can choose from three main presentation
options. The results can be displayed as a graph, a picture, and/or a table, and can also be
printed out on paper. If you want to do more work with a graph, you can copy it into a
Word document or export it to an Excel file.
The data export unit
This is a separate unit that allows you to export the essential data recorded in and
analysed by the ResourceKIT. This includes:
• General data on farms, farm plots, family members, villages, etc.
• Listed data on annual and perennial plant species, fertilisers, and soils and their
nutrient content, etc.
• Analysed data in the form of detailed nutrient flows or nutrient balances for each
system.
All data can be exported in thefollowingformats:Excel 97, Lotus 3, rich text, or delimited
text files. This means that you can process and analyse the data outside the framework
provided by the ResourceKIT, or present the data in your own format.
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1 How to install the ResourceKIT
1.1 Exporting and presenting data
You can install the ResourceKIT in several different ways, depending on your system
configuration.
• If you already have Microsoft Access 97 and Microsoft Excel 97 installed on your
computer, you will only need to install the ResourceKIT programme (Set-up 1).
• If you do not have Access 97, you will have to install the ResourceKIT and the run-time
version of Microsoft Access 97 (Set-up 2). The run-time version of Microsoft Access 97
allows you to run the ResourceKIT programme.
• If you do not have Microsoft Excel 97, you should install the Excel 97 viewer so that you
can view data exported to Excel formatted files (see section 1.4 below: 'Setting up the
Excel viewer').
1.2 Set-up 1 - Installing the ResourceKIT programme
If you have Microsoft Access 97 on your computer, you only need to install the
ResourceKIT programme. Put the ResourceKIT CD-ROM in your computer's CD-ROM
player, click on < ResourceKIT > and either wait for the set-up programme to start, or start
the set-up process yourself by double-clicking the setup.exe file. Then just follow the
instructions on the screen. We recommend that you install the ResourceKIT in the folder
suggested in the instructions. If the set-up procedure fails, go to section 1.6 below,
'Having problems installing the ResourceKIT?'
1.3 Set-up 2 - Installing the ResourceKIT with the run-time version of
Microsoft Access 97
If you do not have Microsoft Access 97 installed on your computer, you will need to install
the run-time version in order to use the ResourceKIT programme.
Put the ResourceKIT CD-ROM in the CD-ROM player, click on <ResourceKIT> and press
the <Shift> key for about 15 seconds. Holding the <Shift> key should prevent the
default set-up (1) programme from starting. However, if it does start, exit the set-up
programme, open Windows Explorer and browse to the CD-ROM. Go to the '\Setup2'
folder, and double-click the Setup.exe file to start the set-up process. Then follow the
instructions on the screen. We recommend that you install the ResourceKIT and MS Access
97 run-time version in the folders suggested. If the set-up procedure fails, go to section
1.6 below, 'Having problems installing the ResourceKIT?'
1.4 Setting up the Excel viewer
If you do not have Microsoft Excel 97 (or a more recent version) on your computer, and
you want to be able to export to and view Excel files, you will need to install the Excel
viewer. Go into Windows Explorer and browse to the CD-ROM. Go to the '\ExcelV' folder,
and double-click the Setup.exe file to start the set-up process. Then follow the instructions
on the screen. KIT cannot guarantee that the Viewer will work properly, as this is a
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Microsoft programme. It can be downloaded through the Internet at
http://www.micxosoft.com
1.5 Service Release packages
For your convenience we have added the Service Release packages 1 and 2 for Microsoft
Office 97. You will find them on the CD-ROM in the '\xtra' folder. The Service Releases fix
bugs in the original Microsoft Office 97 release. They can be installed on your system to
upgrade Microsoft Office 97 to SRI or SR2. However, we should point out that you use the
Service Releases at your own risk. KIT cannot guarantee that the Service Releases will
work properly, as they are Microsoft programmes. They can be downloaded through the
Internet at http://www.microsoft.com
1.6 Having problems installing the ResourceKIT?
If you were unable to set up the ResourceKIT, and you have Ms Access 97 or the run-time
version installed on your computer, you can install the programme manually by copying
the ResourceKIT folder and its files from the CD-ROM to the C:\Programfilesdirectory on
your computer. Then run the 'mscal.exe' program, which you will find in the '\mscal'
folder on the CD-ROM. This Microsoft programme will install the required Ms Access
calendar on your computer. Next, browse to the c:\programfiles\ResourceKITfolder,
right-click the ResourceKIT.mde file, and select 'Create shortcut' in the pop-up menu.
Copy this shortcut to your start menu or desktop by dragging it with your mouse to the
start menu or desktop, and dropping it where you want it on the display. To start the
ResourceKIT, double-click the shortcut or the ResourceKIT.mde file.
If you are connected to a network and cannot install the ResourceKIT, disconnect from the
network and try installing when disconnected. The ResourceKIT was not developed or
tested to work on a network.
If you have Microsoft Office 97 on your computer, installing the first and second Service
Releases for Microsoft Office 97 might solve some of your problems (see section 1.5
above). Once you have installed these programmes, try to install the ResourceKIT set-up 1
again.
If all these options tail, try going to our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page on the
KIT Internet web-site (^ttp://www.kit.nl) to look for solutions, and/or report your problem
to ResourceKJT@Kit. nl
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2 A quick guide to using the ResourceKIT
2.1 introduction
The ResourceKIT is a normal Windows programme that uses the most common data entry
interfaces found in most Windows programmes. This programme has a few conventions
for data entry, moving through the data, deleting data, etc. Each feature is briefly
explained below.
2.2 Data entry
Data can be entered in several ways:
• By using the keyboard for text data.
• By using the numbers on the keyboard for numeric data.
• By using the mouse to select from 'list' boxes, to tick 'option' boxes, or to double click
on 'data entry' boxes to quickly add a number or bring forward values from 'data entry'
boxes that have already been filled in.
There are several types of data entry boxes and option boxes:

Text box
A 'Text' box looks like this: \
^
You can enter text, remarks or figures in 'Text' boxes.
List box
A 'List' box looks like this: r

' "

3r!nclpa fec

ltatDr

The 'List' box lets you select one item from a list.

Tick box.
A 'Tick' box looks like this:
Corradre
The 'Tick' box allows you to enable (check) or disable (uncheck) an item.
17

Miirurm
Option group
Averaqe n
An 'Option group' looks like this:
The 'Option group' enables you to select one option from a list.

2.3 Going through your data
There are several types of boxes and buttons you can use to move through your data:

Browse list box
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M —
A 'Browse list' box looks like this: H ^ D ^ ^ ^ I S i
The 'Browse list' box enables you to focus on an item from a list and select it. For example,
if you choose farm number noyOOOl from this list, you will be shown the data on that farm.
CHAPTER 2
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Browse toolbar
A 'Browse' toolbar looks like this: 1'

.*

*». * 1 • -

The 'Browse' toolbar is generally displayed at the bottom of your screen. Use the left
arrow to move to the 'First' H and 'Previous' 11 record, and the right arrow to go the
'Next' II and 'Last' H record. Click on the 'New record' button H i to go to a new
record. You can delete selected records with the 'Delete' button M, and use other
buttons to 'Undo', 'Cut', 'Copy' and 'Paste'.
You will sometimes find the 'Previous' button

HI

and 'Next' button

B o n a

window.

These let you move the focus from one record to the previous or next record.
Selecting and editing records
Some records are displayed as a continuous list. There are four different ways of selecting
records from this type of list:

Record

selectors

=3

§9

•
A

I

B

c

J

blarrou
jDIamoutene, Yafeme

^

-1

D

A: A set of records normally looks like this. The record with the arrow is the one that is
being worked on. The record with the IB is a new record for which no data have been
entered.
B: To select one record, use the mouse to click on the record selector.
C: To select three records, use the mouse to click on the first record. Press the left-hand
button on the mouse, and drag the cursor down over the record selector.
D: When you enter new data into a record, a pen B will appear in the record selector. In
D above, this icon shows that the first record 'Diamou' is being edited. You can usually
undo editing by cficking the <Escape> or <Esc> key on your keyboard.
To delete one or more selected records click the <Delete> button on the Toolbar, or
press the <Delete> key on your keyboard.
Data display
Some data cannot be edited because they are protected, or because they should be edited
in another window. This kind of data is either presented in blue text boxes that look like
this:
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Display text box
or in grey disabled list boxes that look like this:

Disabled text box and list box

r
2.4 Viewing and editing details of items

Detail button
Sometimes you will see a 'Detail' button B next to text boxes or records. When you click
this button it will bring up a window with more detailed information about the item. The
'Detail' button can only be activated with the mouse.
Example of a 'Detail' button next to a village 'List' box.
Village

J N o y a r a d o u g o u ' 1

'*V|

2.5 Customising lists of items
You can customise lists of items in a 'List' box according to the specific circumstances in
your research area. You can usually add new items to the lists and edit existing ones.
If, for example, an item in a 'List' box does not yet make sense in your research area, you
can remove it from that list by deselecting it (see below).

Adding new items
There are two ways of doing this.
1. The quick way: just enter the new item in the 'List' box, and press <Enter> on your
keyboard. If no such item is found in the database, you will be asked to confirm that
you want to add the item. To add more details to the item, click the 'Edit list' button,
then enter the additional information.
2. A better way of adding new items is to click on the 'Edit list' button H , and then add
the new item.
The 'Edit list' buttons B are found next to or above the 'List' box. Click the 'Edit list'
button to <Add>, <Edit> and <Delete> items on the list. You can also select the items
you want to appear in a particular list of items.

Indicating which category and sub-system a new item belongs to
When you add a new item to a list, the ResourceKIT will sometimes ask for more
information about it. You often have to indicate which category the new item falls into.
For example, if you add 'feed store' as a new element of the farm, you will be asked which
category it belongs to. In this case it would be 'Livestock element'. If the new item was
'Chicken meat', you would categorise it as a 'Livestock product'. If you need to categorise
a new item, you can choose from a short list of possible categories. This list is predetermined by the ResourceKIT, and cannot be changed.
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You will sometimes need to enter more details about the system to which an item belongs.
For example, you will need to indicate whether a compost pit is found in the crop
production system, or if it is located 'Out of the farm system'. The ResourceKTT uses the
systems hierarchy explained in Chapter 3 of the Textbook (Part 1 of the Resource Guide).
The farm system is sub-divided into 3 sub-systems: the crop production system, the
household system, and the animal production system. Items that do not fall within the
farm system are considered to be 'Out of the farm system'.

Using the 'Edit list' button
The 'Edit list' button B can only be activated by the mouse.
Example of an 'Edit list' button next to a 'soil type selection' box.
1 Tin

j

0111« rp tplah,

|BPI

J '»1

To open 'Edit list' window, click the 'Edit list' button. This enables you to select, add, edit
and delete items.

'Edit list' window
iourceKIT -

r

! -nid
jCencenble
jDougoukolofh

When you want to edit information about a soil type or give a brief description of a new
soil type, click on <Add new> or <Edit>, and enter the information in the window that
appears on the screen.
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'Edit item' window

Seit type:
. Shown :'n predefined list

iGuechlen]

\: Guechten Is a sandy sol; a Haplfc Acrteoll

Referehcei
j; More dejaiis
OR
" Can est

You can put the item in the list by ticking Ef shown in the 'List' box. Please note that the
ResourceKIT will automatically list some items. These items cannot be removed, but you
can select or deselect them depending on whether or not you want them to appear in the
predefined list. You can usually obtain or add detailed information about the item by
clicking on <More details>. In the example shown above you would add or obtain more
details about the soil type 'Guechien'.

Detailed information about soil types
SOU type

iGuechten

SiSe-itificname

|Haplt Acrls.

|;C¿y('<l

I

Criteria
- - - - -

-A •:

5.00%jj .

Nitmgeníf;:}Phosprête(Bfoclesswm(fo
"RarcBritsga^î)

0.04%,:

immeriintely available (kg/ha)
Dynamic reserve (kg/ha)
Inert reserve (kg/ha)

_

h

_ 3

Constraints

(

. Cries easUy;!ow soil fertility
- T^-'.TTBS.fcf.W.
h rf

Remarks,. --

Guechien Is a sandy sol; a Haplte Acrrsoll

fiefeiences

CJdse.

j !^SrBgmtj^t¿r^iphiitii (3 j PoWil&Ml :
SL^itMmg/kg)
il.;"-i • •
1 -Piijlsnn (mg/kg)
;' lramediateiy available (kg/ha)
/Öynnmic reserve (kg/ha)
'•: jintírtreserva (kg/ha)

14.001
124.C0 i
J-K1.Í"

:

! ExL-h'ängeiibl^{CmolM/''<g)
Immediately available (kg/ha)
Dynamic, reserve (krj/ha)
Inert reserve (kg/ha)

0.221

i*-'..*Jt

'Phosphate' shouldread'phosphorus'.
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Information about soil types constitutes an important part of the ResourceKIT database.
You can register information about the local and scientific name of the soil type, its clay
content, and details about its nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium content. For nitrogen,
write in the percentage of N. For phosphorus, enter the P-Bray and P-Olsen, and for
potassium, enter the amount of exchangeable K. When you have entered the specifications
for N, P and K, the ResourceKIT will automatically calculate the quantities of immediately
available nutrients, and the dynamic and inert reserves. Note however that the calculations
are based on estimated values. For more details see Chapter 3 of the Textbook (Part 1 of
the Resource Guide).
Click on <References> to open a screen where you can store bibliographic references,
and record where your data were collected.

'References' window

Lccebtfn ci' f o s r w i c j
H|J)I IMI jphippJ •Siltsit'-,„B r
ÇK
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3 Data entry
3.1 Starting up the ResourceKIT for the first time
To start the programme, click on the icon
window shown in Figure 1.

ResourceKIT in the start menu. This will
bring up the 'ResourceKIT start-up'

Figure 1 'ResourceKIT start-up' window

ResourceKIT

You can move through the start-up window with the tab key, the right arrow key, or by
using the mouse. Select the interface you want to use by cUcking the mouse on it, or by
using the keyboard to move the cursor to your choice and pressing <Enter>. To start
work, click <Data entry>. This will bring up a series of windows (Figure 2) where you
enter the list of growing seasons recorded on General data FORM A 'Seasons and livestock
management practices' (see the RFM recording forms; Tool 6 in Section 1, Part 5 of the
Resource Guide).
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You have to start with the first season for which data have been collected. In principle this
is the season called the 'preceding season' in the RFM, or the season for which data on
crop produce and crop residues have been collected. Please note that this window will
only appear the first time data are entered. In the windows on the left of Figure 2 the first
growing season is in 1999, with sowing starting in May. 1999 corresponds to the year for
which crop produce and the use of crop residues were recorded on the RFM.
In the example on the right, the first growing season is the long rainy season of 1999
(LR1999), which started in March. The second, short rainy season started in August 1999.
We would advise you to enter seasonal records for at least four years after the first growing
season.
When you have completed the season list, click on <Finish>.
3.2 Adding a new village
When you have completed the 'Seasons' window, the 'Select a village' window will appear
(Figure 3). This is where you enter a new village, or select an existing one from the list.

Figure 3 'Select a village' window

When you use the ResourceKIT for the first time, fill in the name of the village where the
PLAR took place. You will be informed that you are about to add a new village, and should
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confirm by clicking <Yes>. Then click on the 'Detail button' • to add more details about
the village.
Clicking the 'Detail' button B opens the 'Village information' window (Figure 4a). This
window corresponds to General data FORM B 'The village' (see RFM record forms: Tool 6
in Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).

Figure 4a 'Village information' window (General

characteristics)
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Figure 4b 'Village information 9 window (Seasonal village

data)
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You can record four types of information in these windows:
• General information: the name of the village and its administrative location.
• Default information about farm plots in the village. This is information that can
subsequently be adapted for each farm plot (see 'Farm field data' window below). It
relates to:
- farm plots open to village cattle. You will be asked whether or not all village cattle can
graze crop residues after the harvest;
- deep-rooted trees on farm plots;
- the primary soil type of plots.'
1

2
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Description of the general characteristics of the village:
agricultural services
soil types
territory units
soil conservation measures.
Seasonal village data (see Figure 4b). This is information that may change each season.
It relates to:
the number of farms in the village;
the area cultivated (ha);
the number of cattle in the village;'
precipitation per season.
4

6

You can record the default soil type of a village in the section marked 'Primary soil type of
plots' in the 'Default values for farm plots in this village' window. Click on the 'Edit list'
button H to open a window that allows you to add, edit or delete soil types on your
predetermined list. For more information about how to do this, see the examples
presented in Chapter 2 above: 'A quick guide to using the ResourceKIT'. For more details
on the definition of soil types and soil properties, please refer to Chapter 3 of the
Textbook (Part 1 of the Resource Guide).
To return to the 'Select a village' window, click <OK> and <Close>.
3.3 Adding the first farm of the new village
Click <SeIect> on the 'Select a village' window (Figure 3) to bring up the 'New farm'
window (Figure 5).

Figure 5 'Newfarm' window

New farm
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Now enter the data on a farmer who has drawn a resource flow map. Please note that this
window will only appear thefirsttimeyou select a new village. If you want to work on a
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village for which you have already recorded farm data, click <Select> on the 'Select a
village' window. This will open the 'General farm data' window (see Figure 7).
You can now enter the head of the household's name, sex, date of birth and/or age, the
year the farmer became head of the farm, and the level to which she/he has been
educated. The 'Detail' button I will open a calendar that you can use to record the date
of birth.
The ResourceKTT will automatically give each farm a number. This consists of the first 3
letters of the name of the village followed by a number. Click <OK> on the 'New farm'
window to call it up (see Figure 6), and write it on your recording form. Please note that
you cannot change the farm numbers issued by the ResourceKIT.

Figure 6 Notification of newfarm
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Next, click Click <OK>. This will open the 'General farm data' window (Figure 7).

Figure 7 'Generalfarm

data' window
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This is where you fill in more details about the selected farm. As we have already
mentioned, this window will also appear when you select a village for which farm data
have already been entered.
Adding more new farms
You will find a <New farm> button next to the farm number in the 'General farm data'
window (Figure 7). Click on this button to register data for a new farm. This will open the
'New farm' window (Figure 5), and you can fill in the farmer's details in the same way as
you did for the first farm.
The village, name and number of the farm are fixed (see Chapter 2: 'A quick guide to using
the ResourceKIT'). To get more details about the farm, click the 'Detail' button H .
This is where you enter data relating to:
• Which class the farm belongs to (see Tool 5 in Part 3 of the Resource Guide).
• The year the farm was founded (which may be different from the year the head of the
household assumed responsibility for farming activities).
• The decision-maker for crops and livestock.
• Descriptions of the farm's location (see Tools 2 and 3 in Part 3 of the Resource Guide).
• Farm members' affiliations, and organisations to which they belong (see Tool 4 in Part 3
of the Resource Guide).
When you enter a new name for the decision-maker for crops or livestock, the
ResourceKIT will open a 'Family' window where you can enter the information.
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3.4 Adding information about fields and plots on the farm
To enter information aboutformfields,click on <Farm fields>. This opens the 'Farm field
data' window (Figure 8).

Figure 8 'Farm field data' window
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When you click <New field> a window will appear with a number for the new field (see
Figure 9).

Figure 9 'Field details' window
:

\esourceKIT

Please give a field number.

OK

Cancel

J

JFZ
To confirm the number, click on <OK> or press the <Enter> key. This will bring up a
new window that asks you to enter the first growing season (Figure 10).
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Figure 10 'First growing season' window
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In this example the first growing season was in 1993. In the RFM this corresponds to the
first year for which crop produce and the use of crop residues were recorded. This is
called the preceding season.
When you click on <OK> to confirm your choice, the 'Farm field data' window will
appear. This is where you enter detailed data on farm fields (Figurell). This window
corresponds to General data form C 'Fields and plots on the farm' (see the RFM record
forms: Tool 6 in Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).

Figure 11 'Farm field data' window (detail)
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_ The farm field can be split up into plots. Each plot has a specific number. Enter the data
for each plot on the first growing season, its size in hectares, the slope (in %), the length
of the slope (in metres), and the status of the plot (whether it is owned, rented, etc.).
You will see a 'Detail' button B next to each line. Click on it if you want to enter more
detailed information about the plot (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12 Detail of 'More plot details' window
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You can use this window to change default data that were entered for the whole village
(see Figure 4). This is where you specify whether or not this particular plot is open to
non-farm cattle, if there are deep-rooted trees growing here, and the specific soil types
found on the plot. To get back to the previous window (see Figure 11), click the <Arrow
up> button.
If you want to stop recording information about a specific plot, enter the last season when
a crop was grown on it. The plot will automatically be given a new number, which is a
combination of the last growing year, the month in which the growing season started and
the initial plot number. When you fill in the last season, a window will appear asking if the
plot has really been 'out of use' since the season you named (Figure 13). Click <Yes> to
confirm that it is out of use.

Figure 13 'Plot out of use' window
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Figure 14 shows a farm plot that was taken out of the records in 1994 because it was split
into two sub-plots. Farm plot 10 (1,5 ha) was divided into plot 11 (1 ha) and plot 12 (0,5
ha). The growing season for these two new plots started in 1995.
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Figure 14 Example of a plot (no. 10) that was split into two smaller plots
(no. 11 and no. 12)
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3.5 The resource flow map
When you have entered the data on fields and plots and are ready to start filling in more
detailed information from the farm maps, click on <Farm map data> in the 'General farm
data' window (Figure 7).

Figure 15 Detail of 'Generalfarm
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If no data have been entered from the farm map, a 'New resource flow map' window will
come up on screen (Figure 16).

Figure 16 'New resource flow map' (introduction)
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The farm number and name of the head of household will already be noted in the
window. All you have to do is enter information about the season, the date the field
meeting took place, and which season this fell in.
Entering the data for the seasons may seem a bit complicated because the RFM covers two
seasons. The data on crop produce and residues relate to the preceding growing season,
and the data on fertilisers and other inputs relate to the current growing season. In this
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example the crop produce and residues for which we have data are the products of the
previous growing season of 1993. The current growing season is 1994.
You can choose from a selection of record forms listed in the 'RFM Record form selection'
window (Figure 17). Click on <OK> to call up this window.

Figure 17 'Resource flow map: Record form selection' window
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If you want to enter information about the facilitators who conducted the meeting, and
the household members that attended it, click on <Record form l a > (Figure 18). This
window corresponds to Form la of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).
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Figure 18 Resource flow map: Record form la 'General data' window
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Enter the name of each facilitator on a separate line. If you want to add or check on any
details, click on the <Detail> button. This will open the 'PLAR team members' window,
where you enter information about individual facilitators (Figure 19).

Figure 19 'PLAR team members' window
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When you have entered all the information about the facilitators, click <OK> to go back
to the previous window, and fill in the name of household members present at the
interview (see Figure 18). To go back to the 'Record form selection' window (Figure 17),
click on < Close form 1>.
You can now enter information about the basic elements of the farm. Click on <Record
form l b > and a new window 'Basic elements of the farm' will appear (Figure 20a). This
window corresponds to Form lb of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).
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Figure 20a Record form lb 'Basic elements of the farm'
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Click on the appropriate button to enter information about:
• Household members: the number of men, women and children in the household
(Figure 20a).
• Active household members: the number of men, women and children participating in
farming activities (Figure 20b shows a detail of the screen).
• Hired labour: how many people were hired, and for how long.
• Off-farm employment.
• Means of transport: type and number of items.
• Agricultural equipment: type and number of items.
You can change the 'Transportation equipment' and 'Agricultural equipment', lists to fit
your particular situation. If you want to edit the list of available equipment, click on the
'Edit list' button I . Please note that you cannot add an item to a list if it already appears
on another one, as the lists of types of transport and types of agricultural equipment are
linked. To go back to the 'Record form selection' window (Figure 17), click on <Close
form l b > .
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If you want to enter information about the crops cultivated on the farm, click on <Record
form 2 > . This will bring up the 'Inventory of crops cultivated' window (Figure 21). This
window corresponds to Form 2 of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).

Figure 21 Record form 2 'Inventory of crops cultivated'
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This is where you enter information relating to:
• Erosion, and measures taken to control erosion in the field.
• Annual crops: crops cultivated in the first growing season (coded as the preceding
season Record form 2) and those grown in the current season. Where crops are grown
in association, rank them according to their importance, starting with 1forthe principal
crop, 2 for the second most important crop, etc.
• Perennial crops grown in the field during the preceding and current growing season.
Data also include the pattern in which the crops are grown and the percentage of land
covered by perennial crops.
The field-plots already have numbers, as they were entered in the 'Farm field data'
window (Figure 11). You can focus on different field-plots with the <Previous> and
<Next>buttons, or by selecting a plot from the 'Browse field-plot list' box (Figure 22).

Figure 22 'Browse field-plot list' box

kill
If you want to change the field and plot numbers you have to go back to the 'Farm field
data' window (Figure 8), as you cannot change them in this list box. You can also get to
the 'Farm field data' window by clicking on <General data on fields> in the 'Record form
selection' window (Figure 17). If there is erosion in the field-plot, click on the cell under
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the word erosion. You can now enter the annual and perennial crops cultivated on the
plot in the preceding and current growing seasons.
If there is multi-cropping on a plot enter the annual crop*, in order of their importance,
starting with the main crop.

Tip: Double clicking the 'current season's' Annual or Perennial crop text box witt
copy the previous season's crop into the 'current season' crop text box.
Use the buttons or 'Browse list' box (see Figure 22) to move to the next plot, and
continue until you have entered the crops for every plot.
You can record specific information about crops by clicking on the 'Edit list' button H.
This will bring up an 'Edit list' window where you can select, add, edit and delete crops
(Figure 23).

Figure 23 'Edit list' window for crops

If you want to add or edit information about a crop, click on <Add new> or <Edit>. This
will bring up a window where you can enter a brief description of the crop, or edit
information about it (see Figure 24).

Figure 24 'Edit item' window for crops
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If you want to obtain or add information about a crop, click on <More details>
(see Figure 25).

Figure 25 'Crop data' windows
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The type of detailed information about crops presented in Figure 25 constitutes the
backbone of the ResourceKIT database. It covers:
• The minimum, maximum and average figures for the N, P and K content of crop
produce and crop residues.
• Conversion factors for crop residues as a function of crop produce.
• Specific weights of local units in kilograms, with the option to specify particular parts of
plants.
To go back to the 'Record form selection' window (Figure 17), click on <Close form 2 >
(Figure 21).
If you want to enter information about the livestock and household elements, click on
<Record form 3 > . This will bring up the 'Livestock and household elements' window
(Figure 26). This window corresponds to Form 3 of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the
Resource Guide).
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Figure 26 Record form 3 'Livestock and household elements' window
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Click on the relevant boxes to enter information about:
• Elements of the livestock system:
- local cattle
- graded cattle
- sheep/goats
- Pigs
- chickens
- other livestock
- other livestock elements
• Elements of the household system:
- homestead elements
Figure 26 shows details about local cattle. This window contains a fixed list of four
structural elements:
• Bullocks
• Grazing cattle
• Kraals
• Manure heaps
There is a box beside each element where you can enterfiguresfrom the RFM. Please note
that you cannot add other structural elements to this list.
You can also enter information about livestock management in this window. The
ResourceKIT provides afixedlist of 5 types of livestock management practices:
• Grazing on common pastures
• Grazing on crop residues in the field
• Grazing on other fallow/pasture
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• Grazing on own fallow/pasture
• Transhumance
Please note that you cannot add any other practices to this list.
Each management practice has a 'Number' and 'Months' text box beside it. Go to the
appropriate box and enter the number of cattle kept according to each practice, and the
number of months the regime lasted. In principle, farmers change their management
practices over the year. Grazing cattle may spend a couple of months grazing on crop
residues, several months on fallow land, and some months on common pastures, etc. If
there is one growing season per year, you will be looking at a twelve-month period; if
there are two growing seasons per year, you will be looking at a six-month period. When
the calculations are done a yearly basis the total number of months spent by the same
animals on different sites should add up to twelve. If they are done on a half-yearly basis,
the total number of months spent by the same animals on different sites should add up to
six.
Details about livestock practices can be obtained by clicking the 'Edit list' button H
(see Figure 27).

Figure 27 'Details about livestock management practices'

window

It is assumed that each management practice involves the cattle spending time at different
locations. You can enter details about each system and how long cattle spend in it in the
'Details about livestock management practices' window. Tick the box 0 to confirm
whether or not the cattle are grazing, and note how many hours each day the cattle spend
in the system. The number of hours one group of cattle spends in different systems should
add up to 24. You should find this information on the second part of General data form A
(Tool 6 in Sectionl, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).
In the example above, the cattle spent 12 hours grazing on common pastures ('Out of the
farm system'), 2 hours going to and from the kraal and the pastures ('Out of the farm
system'), and 10 hours in the kraal ('Animal production system').
Note that you can change the details of the management practices, but that the basic lists
but will remain the same for each farm.
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When you have filled in all the details about livestock management practices, click on
<Close> to return to Record form 3. Now fill in the figures for the other elements of the
livestock and household systems. Figure 28 shows what the window will look like when
you click on <Homestead elements>.

Figure 28 Record form 3 withfocus on 'Homestead elements'
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The list of itemsforgraded cattle, sheep/goats, pigs and chickens is predetermined by the
ResourceKIT and cannot be changed. However, you can customise the list of items in
'Other livestock elements' and 'Homestead elements' by clicking the 'Edit list' button B .
Click on <Close form 3 > (see Figure 28) to go back to the 'Record form selection'
window (Figure 17).
If you want to enter information about last season's crop products, click on <Record form
4a>. This will bring up 'Last season's annual and perennial crop' window (Figure 29).
This window corresponds to Form 4a of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).
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Figure 29 Record form 4a 'Last season's annual and perennial
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This window presents the list offield-plotsand corresponding crops in the preceding
cropping season (in the example above these are the crops grown in 1993). This is where
you record information about:
• The produce and its origin (field-plot).
• The destination of the produce.
• The estimated quantity (in local units or kg).
• The unit of measurement.
The weight in kilograms will be automatically calculated and displayed, according to the
unit of measurement you have selected. The list offield-plotsand corresponding crop
species grown the previous season is presented in blue. This list cannot be changed, as it
is based on the inventory of cultivated crops entered in Record form 2 (see Figure 21).
To indicate the crop's destination, click the 'list box' selector HI and choose from the list
there. You can add and edit new destinations or local units of measurement by clicking
the 'Edit list' button Hi. This opens the list, where you can add or delete items, edit
existing items, and select or deselect items according to whether you want to see them on
your lists. For details about how to use the 'Edit list' button, see Chapter 2 'A quick guide
to using the ResourceKIT, section 2.4: viewing and editing details of items'.
When a crop product goes to more than one destination, continue the entry for the
relevant plot on the next line (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30 Entering crops with more than one destination
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To enter another destination, identify the plot again by clicking on the 'list box' selector
H l l and enter the data in the same way as for the line above. To continue with the next
plot, select the one you want, or continue with the plot named in the cell and add the
missing plot at the end. You can get them back in their correct order by clicking on
< Reorder> when you have finished entering the data.
Click on < Close form 4a> (Figure 29) to go back to the 'RFM record form selection'
window (Figure 17). To enter information about the use of crop residues, click on
<Record form 4b>. This will bring up a window that corresponds with Form 4b of Tool 6
(Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide). A detail of Form 4b is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31 Detail of Record form 4b 'Crop residue use from annual and
perennial crops'
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The window presents the list of plots and corresponding crops grown in the previous
cropping season (in this example these are crops from the 1993 season). This is where
you enter information about:
• The residue and its origin (field-plot).
• The destination of the crop residue.
• The percentage of total residues per destination variable.
• The estimated quantity, in local units or kg.
• The unit of measurement.
As with Form 4a, the list of field-plots and corresponding crop species is presented in
blue, and cannot be changed. The ResourceKIT will give the weight of crop residues
involved by automatically converting the number of local units into kilograms. To indicate
the crop residues' destination, click on the 'list box' selector B H and choose from the list
this brings up. You can add and edit destinations or local units of measurement by clicking
the 'Edit list' button 11.
When you have identified the destination, record how much of the residue goes there. You
can enter this as a fraction (e.g. 0.1 equals 10%) or as a percentage (a figure with the %
sign, e.g. 10%). Enter the number of units and the (local) unit of measurement if you know
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them. They are most commonly availableforcrop residues that have been transported.
Many crop residues go to more than one destination. To enter multiple destinations,
follow the same procedure as for Form 4a, and add a new record for the same field-plot
and crop to the end of the list. Continue with the same plot until the total amount of crop
residue adds up to 100%. You will be told what percentage still has to be accounted for
when you go to a new line for that crop residue. When you have entered all the data, click
the <Reorder> button to get the list back into its proper order.
When you have dealt with all the plots, close form 4b. The ResourceKIT will tell you if you
have not accounted for 100% of the crop residues (see Figure 32). Click <Yes> if you
need to correct any errors.

Figure 32 Notification that total percentages
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To go back to the 'Record form selection' window (Figure 17), click on <Close form 4b>
(Figure 31).
To enter information about the planned use of fertiliser, click on <Record form 5 > . This
will bring up the 'Fertiliser use on planned annual and perennial crops' window (Figure
33). This corresponds to Form 5 of Tool 6 (Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide).

Figure 33 Record form 5 'Fertiliser use on planned annual and perennial
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This is where you enter information about:
• The number of the field-plot.
• The type of fertiliser.
• The source of thefertiliser:where it comes from.
• The (estimated) quantity, in local units or kg.
• The unit of measurement.
As with Forms 4a and 4b, the list of field-plots is presented in blue, and is determined by
the data registered in Form 2 (see Figure 21). Enter the information about fertilisers in the
same way as you did for Forms 4a and 4b.
Figures 34 and 35 present examples of Forms 6a and 6b. The procedure for entering data
for these forms is the same asforForms 4a, 4b and 5.

Figure 34 Record form 6a 'External inputs related tofarm
other than fields'
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This is where you enter information about:
• The destination of the external input.
• The type of input.
• The source of the external input.
• The (estimated) quantity, in local units or kg.
• The unit of measurement.
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Figure 35 Record form 6b 'Livestock or household products leaving the farm'
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This is where you record information about:
• The source of the output.
• The type of output.
• The destination of the output.
• The (estimated) quantity, in local units or kg.
• The unit of measurement.
3.6 Completing data entry for a m a p
When you want to stop entering data from the resource flow map, click on <Close map>
In the 'Record form selection' window (Figure 17). You will be asked to confirm that you
have entered all the data from the map (Figure 36).

Figure 36 Request for confirmation that all data from the map have been entered
into the database

If you have entered all the data, click <Yes>. If not, click <No>, and a message will
confirm that the data for this map is incomplete. The map selection window will then
come up (Figure 37), with the number 1 written next to the line 'Resource Flow Map'.
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Figure 37 'Map selection' window
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To get back to the 'General farm data' window (See Figure 7), click on <Exit map
selection>.
To leave the data entry interface, click <Exit data entry> (see Figure 8). This will take you
back to the 'ResourceKIT start-up' window (see Figure 1).
When you have entered all the data from the map, click on <Yes> when asked 'Is the map
finished?' (see Figure 36). This will bring up a message asking you to confirm that data
entry for the current map is complete (Figure 38).

Figure 38 Request for confirmation that all data from the current map
bos been entered
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You then have to decide whether you are sure that you really have entered all the data,
and that there are no errors in forms lb, 2 and 3. When the map is confirmed as complete
you can add a new map for the farm (see Section 3.7 below, "The planning map').
However, once you have added another map you will only be able to change certain data
in forms lb, 2, and 3.

Editing a map that has been confirmed as complete
If you need to edit a map that has been confirmed as complete, reopen your last map of
the farm in Edit mode. You do this by clicking on <Edlt the last map> in the 'Map
selection' window, and clicking <Open the selected map>. Once you have added a new
map for the farm, you will no longer be able to edit all forms of the completed map. You
will only be able to edit all the information on the completed map by deleting the new
map. To do this, click on <Delete map> in the 'Record form selection' window
(Figure 17).
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3.7 The planning map
To start entering data from the planning map, return to the 'Map selection' window
(see Figure 37). This window will appear when you have finished recording data from the
resource flow map, or when you click on <Farm map data> in the 'General farm data'
window (Figure 7).
To add a new planning map, first click <Add new map>, and then click on
<Open the selected map> (Figure 39).

Figure 39 'Map selection' window
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You will be asked to confirm that you want to add a new map (Figure 40).
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When you have confirmed that you want to add a new map, you will be asked if all the
information on the farm's fields and plots has been updated (Figure 41).

Figure 41 Request for confirmation that the information on tire farm's fields and
plots is up to date
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This gives you the opportunity to update the information about fields and plots before
you enter specific data for the new map. If you want to update, click <No> to open the
'General field data' window (Figure 8). Please refer to the paragraph 3.4 'Adding
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information about fields and plots on the farm*. If the information about all the fields and
plots is up to date, click <Yes> to open the 'New planning map' window (Figure 42).

Figure 42 'Newplanning

map' window

.New Planning map

First, fill in the date the planning map was made (Figure 42). Please note that the planning
map is prepared before the new season starts, so the meeting normally takes place well
before new crops are planted.
Click <OK> to confirm that you want to add the new planning map. This will open the
'Record form selection' window for the planning map (Figure 43).

Figure 43 'Planning map: record form selection' window
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You will find basic information about the planning map in the upper part of the window.
The window shown above is similar to the 'RFM Record form selection' window (see
Figure 17). Record forms la through 6b correspond to the record forms of Tool 8 (section
1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide). Forms la to 6b are also similar to the resourceflowmap
record forms (Tool 6: Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide), and much of the data from
the resource flow map is transferred onto the planning map. You should also note that the
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button for Form 4a is not enabled (Figure 43). As this is the planning stage, nofigureswill
be available for crop production, so this form cannot be filled in yet.
You can now transfer data from the planning map to the various record forms. This is
done in the same way that you entered data from the resource flow map, except that you
do not have to fill in data on the previous season, as they have already been taken from
the resource flow map. For example, data on crop residue from last season's crops will
automatically be transferred from Record form 4b of the resource flow map to Record
form 4b of the planning map. This means that all you have to do is give the planned
destinations for these crop residues.
To start recording data from the planning map, open Record form la and fill in the names
of the facilitators and household members present at the planning map meeting. Then
open Record form lb and enter the number of people expected to join or leave the
household this season, etc. (Figure 44).

Figure 44 Record form lb of the planning map: basic elements of the farm

Fill in the planned increase or decrease in the number of men, women and children. If the
number of children is expected to go up from 2 to 3, enter it as a planned increase of 1. If
the number of children is expected to go down from 3 to 2, enter it as -1 (minus 1).

'lip. 2o speed up data entry, double click on a text box In the \o. Planned column
Each double click will atltl I to the current figure in the text box. try III
Next, open Record form 2 to enter the data on crops (Figure 45).
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Figure 45 Record form 2 of the planning map: crops
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The data entered as 'Current season' crops in the RFM are presented here as 'Last
season's' crops. In the example above, these are 'Crops in 1994'. Nowfillin the planned
crops for the coming season. In the example above, these are 'Crops in 1995'.

Tip. lo speed up data entry, double click OH a text box for the 'CurreHt Season'
('Crops in 1995') to copy the 'Prerlom crop' ('Crops In 199*'). You can do the
same with Perennial crops, Plant pattern ami Coverage, try it/
Open Record form 3 to enter the planned figures for the livestock and homestead
elements (Figure 46).
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Figure 46 Record form 3 of the planning map: livestock and household
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The figures for all the seasons on this farm are now based on information from the
resource flow map, so you do not need to specify the number of months in the livestock
management section. However, you do need to enter the number of cattle that the farmer
plans to keep according to each management practice. Do this in the same way that you
entered figures for Record form lb.
Fill in Recordforms4b, 5, 6a and 6b in the same way that you entered information from
the resource flow map.
Complete the process of recording data from the planning map in the same way that you
did for the resource flow map.
3.8 The map of implemented activities
After you have recorded the information from the planning map, you can deal with the
map of implemented activities. Enter the data in the same way that you did for the
planning map. Go to the 'Map selection' window (Figure 39), click on <Add a new map>
and then click <Open the selected map>. Confirm your selection to open the 'New map
of implemented activities' window (Figure 47).
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Figure 47 'New map of implemented activities' window
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Fill in the date of the field meeting, and then click <OK>. This opens the 'Record form
selection' window of the map of implemented activities (Figure 48), where you enter the
recorded data.

Figure 48 'Recordform
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The record forms for the map of implemented activities correspond to thoseforTool 11
(Section 1, Part 5 of the Resource Guide). You willfindthe data from the map of
implemented activities on the same forms as the data from the planning map, which is
where the evaluation of planned activities was recorded.
The procedureforentering data is very similar to the procedure you followed for the
resource flow map and the planning map. Some of the differences in procedure are
described below.
In Record form l b the 'No. Achieved' refers to the additional number of men, women and
children on the farm when the map of implemented activities was drawn. In Figure 49
below, the farmer that prepared the map did not planforany additional children. This is
shown as '0' in the 'No. planned' column. However, when the map of implemented
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activities was drawn, there was in fact one more child on the farm. This is shown as '1' in
the 'No. Achieved' column.

Tip: Double clicking on the 'No. Achieved' text Box urttl copy the 'No. Planned'
figure into the 'No. Achieved' text box. Every time you double click after this, the
number urtil increase by 1.
Figure 49 'Recordform lb: basic elements of the farm'for
implemented activities

the map of

Data on the crops that the farmer actually cultivated should be entered in Record form 2
(Figure 50).
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Figure 50 'Record form 2s crops cultivated' for the map of implemented
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This form has an additional column called 'Achieved'. This is ticked by default. If you need
to change the entry for the planned crop because the farmer did something different, you
have to uncheck the box in order to change the entry. Once the entry has been changed,
the box indicating that the activity has been achieved will be checked automatically. If you
click on the wrong crop by mistake, uncheck the box to change the entry again.
Record form 3 also has an 'Achieved' column, where you enter the number effectively
implemented.
Enter the data on actual crop production in Record form 4a, which is the same as the form
for recording data from the REM on last season's crop production (see Figure 29).
Recordforms4b, 5, 6a and 6b allow you to verify your planning data. You can indicate
whether or not the plan was implemented in the additional Achieved' column. If a plan
was not implemented, uncheck it so that it will not be included in the final data
registration. If a box is not accessible, and you need to change an entry for a planned
action because the farmer did something different, uncheck the box. This will let you
change the entry. Once the entry has been changed, the box indicating that the activity was
implemented will be checked automatically.
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4 Data analysis
To access the data analysis unit, go to the 'ResourceKTT start-up' window and click on
<Data analysis> (see Figure 1). This opens the 'Analyse nutrientflows'window (Figure
51).

Figure 51 'Analyse nutrient flows' window
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You can select one or all of the villages, and/or one or all of the farms that you want to
analyse. When you select a village you can view the analysed data at village level. You can
also view farms separately. If you only want to analyse the data on a particular farm, you
can speed up the analytical process by selecting that farm. The more villages or farms you
select, the longer it will take to process the analysis.
4.1 Options
When you have selected the village or farm that you want to analyse, click on <Options>
to view the options set for the analyses.
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Figure 52 'Options' window/or Ute analytical
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'Phosphate' should read 'phosphorus'.

You can restore the default values provided by clicking on the <Set default values>
button.
The options for analysis are briefly described below.

Nutrient factors to be used
Some of the products you will be considering have more than one type of nutrient
content data record. For example, there are minimum, maximum and averagefiguresfor
crop products and residues. This option allows you to indicate the nutrient content
factors that you would like to use by default. This does not necessarily mean that you will
not use the other nutrient content factors in your calculations, but you will need this
option for some of the data presentation units.
(Residue) quantity to use in calculations
This option allows you to chose from several ways of calculating the quantities of crop
residues. If the quantity of residues was estimated direcdy in the field, it is called
estimated residue quantities. If the quantity has been calculated from the figures for crop
production, using product to residue conversion factors, it is called estimated product
quantities.
• Estimated residue quantities: this is calculated by multiplying the number of units by
the amount of kg per unit (see Form 4b). For crop residues that are transported, the
estimated quantity may be noted in local units, such as cartloads.
• Estimated product quantities: this is derived from the amount of produce, using
produce to residue conversion factors (see Figure 25b). The ResourceKIT automatically
calculates the estimated product quantities.
You have several choices, which are outlined below:
• Use estimated residue quantities whenfiguresare available (measured quantities). If no
figures are available, use the conversion factors and product quantities to calculate the
quantity of crop residues.
• Use estimated residue quantities for all calculations (these are quantities that were
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measured in the field).
• Use estimated product quantities for all calculations (in which case conversion factors
will be used to calculate quantities of crop residues).
• Use estimated product quantities when they are available. If they are not available, use
the estimated quantities of residues that were measured in the field.

Correction for nutrient fixation by deep-rooted trees
This option can be enabled (checked) J5J or disabled (unchecked). If it is enabled, a
nutrient inflow will be added to plots that have deep-rooted trees on or around them.
Note that this was recorded in the 'Farm field data' window (see Figure 8).
Deep-rooted trees on or around plots capture nutrients. The quantities of nutrients
captured by these trees can be adapted to localfiguresby recording the annual quantities
of N, P and K in kilograms per hectare.

Correct residue grazing for open access
This option can be enabled (checked 0 ) or disabled (unchecked). When there is open
access to crop residues, they are grazed by all village catde, including cattle that do not
belong to the specific farm. In principle, all village catde then have equal access to the
crop residues in the field. This means that only some of the crop residues are grazed by
farm cattle. This amount is equal to the number of farm catde divided by the number of
village cattle (see Figure 4). The rest of the crop residue is grazed by non-farm cattle. This
amount is calculated using a factor: (village cattle - farm cattle) / village cattle.
When you enable this option, the correction factor will be applied to allfieldsfor which
the option 'Open to village catde' has been enabled in Figure 12.
7

Correction factors for urine
The quantities of nutrients excreted by catde are based on the quantity of dung produced
by the cattle. The urine correction factor allows you to take account of the nutrients
excreted in urine. For example, for every kilogram of N excreted in dung, an equivalent of
1 kg of N is excreted in urine; or a correction factor of 2. The correction factor can be
changed.
Conversion of crop residues to dung
This factor is used to calculate the amount of dung produced by ingesting a certain
quantity of residues. For example, if a cow ingests 6 kg (dry matter) of crop residues in
one day, it will excrete 3 kg of dung. If this cow spends 10 hours per day grazing, it will
deposit 1.25 kg of dung on the field (3 * 10 / 24). Note that the time spent grazing is
recorded on Record form 3, under 'Grazing crop residues' in the section on livestock
management practices; see example in Figures 26 and 27.
4.2 Missing data on flows
You can check that all the data necessary for the nutrient flow analysis have been
recorded. To do this, click on <Flow data missing>. This will bring up the 'Missing
quantities' window (Figure 53).
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Figure 53 'Missing quantities' window, showing quantities missing from
Forms 4a, 4b, 5, 6a, and 6b.
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To check onflowdata missing from Forms 4a, 4b, 5, 6a and 6b, and from the village data,
click on the corresponding buttons. Figure 53 presents an example of the window that
displays the data missing from Form 4a. If you have thefigures,you can enter them
straight into the form. Records with missing data will not be included in the data
processing.
Form 4b will often present a large number of records, except when you have recorded all
the estimated quantities of residues. The 'Calculated weight' (estimated quantity of
products, derived fromfiguresfor crop production using conversion factors) is printed
next to the column for the estimated weight of residues. These estimated weights will be
used as input in the nutrient analysis, according to your choice of '(Residue) quantities to
use in calculations' (see section 4.1 above).
4.3 Missing factors
l b check whether any of the N, P or K nutrient content factors for different products is
missing, click < Factors missing>. This brings up the 'Missing NPK content factors'
window (Figure 54).
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Figure 54 'Missing NPK content factors' window
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l b update an incomplete item, select it and click on <Edit>. The detail window for the
item will open, and you can update the nutrient content factors. Records for items with
missing nutrient content factors will not be included in the data processing
4.4 Processing data
To process data on the selected farm(s) in the selected village(s), click on <Process data>
in the 'Analyse nutrientflows'window (see Figure 51). You will be notified when the
processing is completed. After the data have been processed, click < Close > to return to
the 'ResourceKIT start-up' window (Figure 1).
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5 Presenting data
To access the Data presentation unit, go to the 'ResourceKIT start-up' window (Figure 1).
Click on <Data presentation> or press the <Alt> and < P > keys simultaneously to call up
the 'Select data presentation' window (Figure 55).

Figure 55 'Select data presentation'
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There are 3 options available:
• Nutrient balance chart
• Nutrient balances per system
• All product Flow details
Note: The calculated balances are 'partial nutrient balances'; see Chapter 3 of Part "I ol the
Resource Guide.

Nutrient balance chart
To select a specific nutrient balance, click on <Nutrient balance chart>. This will bring up
the 'Nutrient balance per season' window (Figure 56).
Figure 56 'Nutrient balance per season' window
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The ResourceKIT will automatically present by default the average for all villages, farms
and farm classes for which data exists. These averages will be marked. If you wish, you can
select a specific village, farm class or farm number. You can also select a specific season, or
opt for a display that presents all the seasons. Please note that there will be no nutrient
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balance for the 'first' season for which you registered data. As this corresponds to the
preceding season of the resource flow map, there will be no available field input data for
this season (Record form 5).
When you have selected the village, farm class, farm and season, choose which nutrient
you want displayed. Click <Nutrient options> to bring up the 'Nutrient options selection'
window (Figure 57).

Figure 57 'Nutrient options' selection of 'nutrient balance per season' window
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'Phosphate' should read 'phosphorus'.

Now decide whether you want the minimum, maximum or average values of nitrogen,
phosphorus or potassium displayed. The nutrient balance can be calculated for the whole
farm, or per hectare. The nitrogen balance will be presented for the whole farm by
default, calculated on the basis of the average nutrient content data.
Click on <Chart type> to select a bar or line chart. The bar chart will be displayed
automatically, but you can change it to a line chart if you wish.
When you have selected the nutrient and bar chart options, click on <Display> to call up
the presentation (Figure 58).
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Figure 58 Example of nutrient balance per season
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The example above presents four seasonal balances for a particular farm in a specific
village. This presentation shows the balances of the three sub-systems of thefarmsystem:
1) the animal production system, 2) the crop production system, and 3) the household
system. For more details on the farm system and its sub-systems, and on calculating
nutrient balances, refer to Chapters 3 and 4 in the Textbook (Part 1 of the Resource
Guide). The balance chart called 'Out offarmsystem' relates to the balance of nutrients
leaving the farm system; so to obtain the balance of the farm system, you have to take the
inverse of 'Out of the farm system'.
If you want to export the data to an Excel file, click on <Export to Excel> on the right of
the presentation. You will be asked to save the file under a specific name. If you want to
print the chart or incorporate it into a Word file, click on < Report > .

Nutrient balance per system
To select a particular nutrient balance, click on <Nutrient balances per system> in the
'Select data presentation' window (see Figure 55). This will bring up the 'Nutrient balance
per system' window (Figure 59).
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Figure 59 'Nutrient balances per system' window
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For this window you must select the village, the farm and the season in order to see the
presentation. The ResourceKIT will tell you if you have not completed the selection
process. When you have done this, click <System to display> to identify the system you
want to see (Figure 60).

Figure 60 'System to display' in tire 'Nutrient balances per system' window
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The crop production system is selected by default, but you can call up displays for the
balances of other sub-systems (the animal production system or the household system), or
for the farm system. Click on <Nutrient options> to selea the nutrient data to be used.
When you have selected the nutrient data, click <Display> to call up the nutrient
balances for the system you are interested in (Figure 61).
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Figure 61 Example of 'Nutrient balances per system' window
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The example above presents the nutrientflowsand balanceforthe crop production
system on farm noyOOl in Noyaradougou,forthe 1995 season. The nutrient flows
entering the system are presented first in the top half of the window, and those leaving the
system are presented in the bottom half The systems from which theflowsoriginated, and
to which they went, are given in column 1. Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium values
are presentedforthe system as a whole, and on a per hectare basis.
To transfer the data to a Word file, click on < Report > .

All product flow details
The third option of the data presentation unit is called 'All product flow details'. Click on
<A11 product flow details> to bring up this window, which is shown in Figure 62.
Figure 62 'All product flow details' window
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When you have selected the village, farm and season, click on <Dlsplay> to call up the
product flow details you are interested in (Figure 63).
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Figure 63 Example of 'All product flow details' window
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The 'All product flow details' window shows the farm system and its three sub-systems: the
crop production system, the animal production system and the household system. All
possible types of flows entering and leaving the farm are presented for each of the subsystems:
• Flows entering the crop production system from outside the farm system.
• Flows leaving the crop production system and the farm system.
• Flows entering the animal production system from outside the farm system
• Flows leaving the animal production system and the farm system.
• Flows entering the household system from outside the farm system.
• Flows leaving the household system and the farm system.
This window also presents all possible types of flows between the sub-systems:
• Flows from the crop production system to the animal production system.
• Flows from the animal production system to the crop production system.
• Flows from the crop production system to the household system.
• Flows from the household system to the crop production system.
• Flows from the animal production system to the household system.
l b see the amount of N, P and K involved in each flow, move the cursor onto one of the •
next to the arrows. This will bring up a small window showing the total amount of N, P
and K in theflow,l b see details on all theflowsrepresented by this type offlow,click on
• The example presented in Figure 62 presents details of theflowfrom the crop
production system to the household system. This window displays data for each flow
relating to the product, the source, the destination and the quantities of N, P and K.
To see details on all theflowscovered by 'all product flows', click on <Report>.
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6 Exporting data
l b access the Data export unit, go to the 'ResourceKIT start-up' window (Figure 1) and
click on <Data export>. This brings up the 'Export data' window (Figure 64).

Figure 64 'Export data' window
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You can choose from three types of data outputs:
• General data
• List data
• Analysed data
'General data' covers the information registered on the record forms, and relates to the
villages, seasons, farms, plots and family members. The 'List data' relates to all the
information about crops and fertilisers, soils and their nutrient content, and the units of
measurement used. The 'Analysed data' presents all the details of the nutrient flows and
balances.
When you have selected an option, click on < Export > . This brings up a window that asks
you to save the data. The file will already have a default name, and will be saved as an
Excel 97 file. It will be stored in the analysis directory of the ResourceKIT programme.
l b exit the data export unit and return to the start-up window, click on < Close > or press
the <Alt> and < C > keys at the same time (see Figure 1).
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Notes
1 This information is important, because if the farm plots are open to village cattle only some of the crop residues will be
grazed by cattle from the farm under observation ('farm cattle'). Most of the residues will be grazed by cattle from
other farms ('non-farm cattle*). In the meantime the 'farm cattle' also graze residues from fields that do not belong
to the farm under observation. Please note that when we talk about 'open to village cattle' we also include the
nomadic herders' cattle that graze crop residues.
2. Deep-rooted trees on or around plots capture nutrients. The quantities of nutrients captured by these trees can be
adapted to local figures by recording the annual quantities of N, P and K in kilograms per hectare (see data analysis
part in this User's Guide). See also Pol F van der (1992) Soil mining: An unseen contributor to farm income in
southern Mall KIT Bulletin 325. Amsterdam, The Netherlands: Royal Tropical Institute; Stoorvogel JJ, Smaling EMA
(1990) Assessment of soil nutrient depletion In sub-Sabaran Africa, 1983-2000. Volumes I-IV wagenlngen,
The Netherlands: The Wlnand Staring Centre.
3. Information about soil types constitutes an important part of the ResourceKTT database. You can register information
about the local and scientific name of the soil type, its clay content, and details about its nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium content. For nitrogen, write in the percentage of N. For phosphorus, enter the P-Bray and P-Olsen, and
for potassium, enter the amount of exchangeable K. When you have entered the specifications for N, P and K, the
ResourceKIT will automatically calculate the quantities of immediately available nutrients, and the dynamic and
inert reserves. For more details see Chapter 3 of the Textbook (Part 1 of the Resource Guide).
4. This is the sum of all the area cultivated by all the farmers in the village. If figures are not available, you can estimate the
total area cultivated in the village by dividing the sum of area cultivated by all the sample (test) farmers by the
number of sample (test) farmers, and multiplying this figure by the total number of farmers in the village. This
information can be used to distinguish the nutrient uptake and output by 'farm cattle' or 'non-farm cattle' grazing
crop residues.
5. This is the sum of all the cattle kept by all the farmers in the village. Iffiguresare not available, you can estimate the
number of catde in the village by dividing the sum of all the sample farmers' cattle by the number of sample
farmers, and multiplying thisfigureby the total number of farmers in the village. This information can be used to
distinguish the nutrient uptake and output by 'farm cattle' or 'non-farm cattle' grazing crop residues.
6. Information that is used to calculate the nutrients lost through leaching, volatilisation and non-symbiotic N-fixation (not
yet part of this version of the ResourceKIT).
7. When you enable the option to correct the amount of residue grazed through open access, do not forget that farm cattle
will also graze crop residues and defecate onfieldsbelonging to other farms. At the moment the ResourceKIT does
not take these resource flows into consideration.
However, with the formula below you can calculate theseflowsusing information recorded Record form 3.
number of animals x number of months x 30 dayslmantb x 6.25 kg x (1-FF/VF)
(FF: total area cultivated by the farmer; VF: Total area cultivated in the village; 6.25 kg: average quantity of dry
matter fodder eaten per Tropical livestock Unit per day)
Use the formula below to calculate the amount of dung left while grazing onfieldsbelonging to other farms:
number of animals x number of months x 30 days/morab x 6.25 x (1-FF/VF) x 0.5 x (hours cattle graze per day/24)
(0.5: conversion factor of residue to dung; hours cattle graze per day: registered as livestock management practice
for grazing crop residues; see example in Figure 26 and 27).
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